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ABSTRACT

Hybrid culture space is a space where cultural elements and characteristics of

different origins coexist, integrate and transform. This results in a space that has a new

identity and new cultural meaning. The cultural hybridization of space is a phenomenon

that is challenging the traditional expression of cultural identity in interior design.

Interior designers must recognize and respond to the importance of cultural elements in

design as well as understand how those elements are being rapidly transformed, in the

context of increasing globalization and cultural exchanges. Without an understanding of

hybrid culture, the interior space risks losing the ability to relate to stakeholders in a

deeply significant way. The goals of this study are to encourage designers to define,

identi$ and express hybrid culture in interior environments.

This practicum focuses on hybrid culture space through the design of a new

Eastern and V/estern fusion restaurant environment located in Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada. In the design inquiry the definition and expression of hybrid culture in design

are established through analysis of architecture and semiotic theory, plwalist and post-

modern movements, case studies, and the concept of cultu¡al accessibility. Three key

design strategies are derived from this investigation. These strategies seek to incorporate

elements intended to hybridize the strengths, cultural signs and dining settings of both

Eastern and V/estern cultures to maximize cultural accessibility. The final design serves

as an example of a hybrid restaurant environment that strives to offer new cultural

experiences and meanings to its users.
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l.O INTRODUCTION

Hybrid culture space is a space where cultural elements and characteristics of

different origins coexist, integrate and transform. This results in a space that has a new

identity and a new cultural meaning. It is a phenomenon that is challenging the traditional

expression of cultural identity in the interior design field by coexisting two cultures'

unique characteristics within one space. This phenomenon is spreading as the number of

cultural exchanges and interactions accelerate with advances in global communications

and transportation. In order to meet this challenge, this practicum re-examines cultural

identities and meanings in interior design. The goal is to raise awareness of the concept of

cultural expression, identities and the hybrid culture phenomenon within interior design.

This practicum explores the hybridization of Eastern and Western cultures

through the design of a hybrid culture restauran! located in Winnipeg, Manitob4 Canada.

The selection of this practicum topic is based on my cultural background and interests as

a Taiwanese-Canadian immigrant and as a student of interior design. Throughout my

years of study, in the interior design field in Canada I have developed an appreciation

and curiosity to explore how culture is expressed in interior design. Particularly, I am

interested in the interior spaces of Canada that were created by Asian-Canadian

immigrants.

In this study, I develop and provide design strategies for the hybrid culture

restaurant. To do this, I combine architecture theory and interior design theory with my

personal observations and experiences in Asian and Canadian culture. The design of the

Fusion Xp restaurant serves as an example of expressing Asian and North American

hybridization in interior design. Throughout the rest of this document, Western culture
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and North American culture are used interchangeably and refers particularly to Euro-

North American culture. Additionally, Eastern culture and Asian culture are used

interchangeably and refer to Chinese, Japanese and Korean cultures.

This document is split into two major sections: the inquiry process and design

strategy. Each section contains a number of subsections that provide detailed analysis. In

the inquiry process, the meaning of hybrid culture space is defined to provide a clear

understanding of the topic. This is followed with a discussion on the theory of semiotics.

Through semiotics, which is the study of signs and sign use as a communication system,

the relationship between culture and interiors is understood. An exploration of the

Postmodemist and Pluralist movements provides a comparative and historical analysis of

other movements that focus on the diversity of cultural character. Architecture as an

identity is discussed to emphasizethe link between culture and architectural space. Two

case studies, about hybrid Asian restaurants, are then investigated. The selected case

studies present a contrast of similarities and differences between early Asian-hybrid

restaurants in Canad4 and their recent evolution. Finally, a cultural accessibility study

provides a comparison on Japanese and North American architectural standards, as well

as observations of dining preferences in North American and Asian societies.

The second major section presents three design strategies that are derived from

the inquiry process. These strategies are discussed in three separate subsections:

Courtyard, Message and Welcome. In the subsection titled Courtyard,I propose the use

ofa central indoor courtyard as the feature ofthe design. This approach is based on the

differences in the relationships with Nature between North America and Asia and reflects

the findings of the Architecture as Identity study. The subsection titled Message
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considers the discussion of cultural influences in architectural design. It proposes a

strategy to coexist, integrate and transform cultural signs and symbols in a hybrid cultural

space based on the theories of semiotics. Finally, the subsection titled l4/elcome is based

on the study of cultural accessibility. I propose to provide the users various choices in

dining settings and adjustable features. This strategy will accommodate and welcome

users of different cultural backgrounds.

Finally, in Chapter Four,I will summarize the findings and results of this

investigation. Future studies are also suggested to promote the continued awareness of

the hybrid culture phenomenon within interior design.
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1.1. Statement of Intent

The purpose of this practicum is to investigate: What is hybrid culture space?

How can interior designers recognize the hybrid culture phenomenon and express it in

restaurant design?

This practicum will explore and define the hybrid culture phenomenon in the field

of interior design. The scope of this practicum design project is limited to Asian and

North American cultures. The findings of this research provide the foundations for the

design strategies. These strategies are used in the design of the Fusion Xp restaurant and

can generally be applied to other hybrid culture spaces. The project's main contribution is

to identiff and define the hybrid culture phenomenon and stress the importance of culture

and identity within interior design.

1.2 Project Description

Since a restaurant is the most accessible place for people to experience other

cultures, this practicum will research the design of a hybrid culture space and apply its

findings into an Asian/|,lorth American restaurant design called Fusion Xp. The

restaurant will be located in Winnipeg, Manitoba" Canada. The goal of this restaurant is

to express both cultures within the space and allow Asian-Canadians, as well as other

local residents, to feel comfortable in the restaurant. The design of Fusion Xp includes a

small merchandise section, a cocktail area, ateahouse, a dining area and a private party

space. The design criteria for the designed spaces will address both cultural identity and

comfort requirements (see Appendices B to D).
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TNQUIRY PROCESS

The inquiry process is separated into four parts. First, the definition of hybrid

culture space is explored through the literature review. Secondly, the concept and

importance of cultural identþ to architectural space, is discussed. This discussion deals

primarily with semiotics, the Post Modem movement, and architecture as an identity.

This is followed up with an analysis on the use of signs and symbols as indicators of

culture. Two case studies are then examined through its use of signs in interiors. Finally,

an analysis of the cultural accessibility for the hybrid culture space is provided.

2.1 What is Hybrid Culture Space?

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, hybrid means "something of

mixed origin or composition." Therefore, hybrid culture can be defined as a culture that

is of mixed cultural origin or composition. A hybrid culture space is a spatial design that

evokes hybrid culture. In architecture, the hybrid process involves a complex, yet

creative, integration of cultural characteristics. In the essay titled, Hybrid Architecture in

Latin America, Hemandez states that, "the hybrid is the result of the interaction of a large

diversity of cultural agents coexisting within a particular cultural contexf' (Hernandez,

1999,p.20). In Architecture and Identitv, Abe[ describes it as a creative process of

cultural interaction (Abel, 2000, p.151). Thus, the coexistence and interaction of cultural

agents are the keys to the hybrid culture process.

Cultural hybridization is not a new phenomenon. This is especially true in North

America. It began with cultural and commercial transactions between different

indigenous groups. This interaction of cultures occurred before colonization. Later, as the
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explorers, colonists and immigrants began to arrive to their new living environments in

North America, they began to recreate familiar environments in their new alien location.

This was done to remind themselves of their homeland and roots. Influenced by local

materials, climate and interactions with the indigenous people, a new form of

architecture, with a hybrid culture composition, w¿ts formed. Today, the frequency of

cross-culture interactions greatly increased, due to advances in communication and

transportation technologies.

Global cultural hybridization has raised concerns about the loss of regional

cultures. Gomez-Pena, a Latin American theorist, explains, 'oOur deepest generational

feeling is that of the loss that arises from the departure" (Canclini, 1995,p.239).

Nevertheless, the hybrid culture phenomenon can be positively viewed as an innovative

opportunity and a creative process for architectural design rather than the loss of

originality. Despite this, there are things to be gained, such as "a view of culture that is

more experimental, that is, multifocal and tolerant" (Ibid, p.239). This revelation provides

unlimited cultural hybridization possibilities. For interior designers, hybrid culture

provides an innovative opportunity to express cultural meaning in interior sprrce.

When cultural identities merge and hybridize in an interior space, its evolution is

quite complex. Culttral transfer or hybridization does not take place in a linear fashion; it

always involves "interpretation, translation, mutation, adaptation, and 'indigenization' as

the receiving culture brings its own cultural resources to bear, in dialectical fashion, upon

'cultural imports"'(Tomlinson, 1999, p.84). As such, there is no right or wrong

approach; instead, the result is a unique cultural composition that is worth studying. It
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requires a personal interpretation on the distinct culfure's meaning. This interpretation is

then translated into the interior design piece.

ln summary, hybrid culture space involves the coexistence, integration and

transformation of different cultural characteristics contained within an interior space.

"Architecture is a way of being, just as science, art, and the other major culture-forms are

ways of being" (Abel, 2000, p.I50). lnterior design should take up the challenge to

transform, acknowledge and embrace new hybridization methods.

2.2 Cultural Influences in Architectural Design

Consideration to culture is one of the keys to a successful design. Though the

function of a space is one of the most important factors that architects and designers

consider when designing, function alone cannot lead to a successful design. As Ching

states, "our perception of spatial qualities is often a response to the combined effects of

the properties encountered and is conditioned by culture, prior experiences, and personal

interest or inclination" (Ching,1996, p.166). A successful design requires that

functionality, aesthetics and cultural issues be given equal consideration.

Yet, how is culture expressed? In a hybrid culture design, what is its identity?

This practicum addresses these issues with the following studies. The expression of

cultural characteristics in architecture is discussed through semiotics. It is followed with a

brief study on pluralism and postmodernism to reflect the cultural exchanges in

architectural design. Finally, the concept of architecture as identity is explored.
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2.2.1 Semiotic Theory

Semiotics is the study of signs and sign use, which includes seeing signs (Bal,

1998,p.74) as a system of communication. When applied to interior design theory, the

culturally recognized signs of a space, communicates culture within interiors. The

process that a culture produces signs and/or attributes meaning to signs is called semiosis.

This process involves three positions: the sign, the mental image and the object. The sign

is the perceptual item that stands for something else. This 'something else' is the mental

image that observers form in their own mind. This image points to the object or, the thing

for which it stands and holds meaning to the observer. As Malnar and Vodvarka explain

in The Interior Dimension, "Semiotics is the study of culturally recognized sign-systems"

(Malnar and Vodvarkar 1992, p.28$. As such, semiotics is a way of examining how

culture is expressed through interior spaces.

Semiotics has been widely discussed in the architecture field. Its findings can be

similarly applied to interior design. Architecture, as a discipline, describes itself as a

language. By applying semiotics to architecture, it can be said that architecture, as a

language, is based principally on the deployment and interpretation of signs. Umberto

Eco, a semiotic theorist, uses the language analogy to compare architecfure as a

communication system. He refers to architecture ¿N a system of signs, or a linguistic

model. By using an example of primitive human beings living in caves, Umberto Eco

explains how architecture is used as part of a communication system. From this

experience, humans learned that the cave w¿ìs a place that offered shelter from the wind,

sun and rain. Subsequently, the cave became a graphical sign, to communicate to others,
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as a place to stay and be protected (Eco, 1980, p.l3). Its symbolic meaning from an

architectural standpoint is evident, even from its basic function as a shelter.

In the present age, the symbolic meaning of architecture has become more

complex. Though the modern building can still draw upon the symbolic meaning of

shelter, the modern building offers more features. In Eco's publication, Function and

Sign: The semiotics of Architecture,Eco states that *A phenomenological consideration

of our relationship with architectural objects tells us that we commonly do experience

architecture as communication, even while recognizing its functionality" (Ibid, p.l2). For

example, a pagoda roof in architectural design imparts a strong impression of oriental

culture to the majority of the public. It is often linked to formal oriental temples, or ritual

buildings. At the same time, it has the function to protect from rain and sun penetration.

Culture systems have relied on symbols and signs to flrnction. As Malnar and

Vodvarka states, "Culfure systems rely on abstract concepts like ritual (the enacting of a

particular social or religious ceremony), symbol (a leamed device used to represent a

particular idea), a sign (a token or gesture that serves to indicate a fact or quality) to

function" (Malnar and Vodvarþ 1992,p.229). Therefore, culture is expressed through

architecture with the use of embedded symbols and signs within the architecture and

interior spaces.

An interior space without cultural consideration and identity is like a body

without a soul. The modern architecture theorist, Charles Jencks, believes in the

significance of cultural meaning in architecture. He said, "An architect's primary and

final role is to express the meanings a culture finds significanf' (Jencks, 1977, p.3l5).

The use of significant cultural signs and symbols empower interior design, while
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clariffing cultural meanings and backgrounds of the space. For example, the Church of

Light (see Figure 1) in Osaka, Japan, by Tadao Ando, uses the powerful symbol of the

cross to deliver its message in an interior space. The cross, as a universal Christian sign

and symbol, is integrated into the building envelope as part of the interior design. As a

result, the space is immediately recognized as a Christian church because of the symbol.

Figure 1. The church of light, in Osaka, Japan.

(Retrieved July 10, 2003, from hup://www.designboom.com/eng/interviedando.html)

Yet another example is the gate panels of China (see Figure 2). The Chinese

characters found on the gate, are modified into symbolic elements as a good luck charm

to wish 'long life and peace'. The use of gold and red colours is also a sign intended to

communicate luck and fortune. The gates are recognized as originating from a Chinese

cultural background, due to the use of Chinese characters and its distinct use of the red

and gold colours.
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Figure 2. Gate panels, green, inscription in gold: 'Long live peace'

(Blaser, 1979,p.36)

Semiotics identifies the cultural influences of interior design. It also recognizes

that culture is expressed through architecture and interior spaces, with the use of

embedded signs and symbols. The primary purpose, of semiotics and the language

analogy of architecture, is to "extend our knowledge of architecture as a form of culture"

(Abel, 2000, p.83). Interior designers can use signs and symbolic elements to empower

architectural design with cultural meaning. For example, consider the design of an

environment relating to Japanese culture. Designers could use shoji screens and dry

gardens to communicate Japanese cultural characteristics in an interior space.

Each culture has its own unique characteristics in interior design. In a hybrid

culture space, each culture's characteristics are coexisting and integrating despite

different cultural backgrounds. With careful consideration of current trends and user

needs, these cha¡acteristics can communicate to the public. The signs of each culture

must be well considered in an interior space in order to define the complex cultural

identity of the space.
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2,2.2 Pluralism and Postmodernism

Pluralism is a condition in which diverse ethnic, religious, or cultural groups are

present and tolerated within a society. Postmodernism is a movement that frrst emerged

in the mid-1900s ris a response to globalization and cultural exchanges. Both of these

movements influenced architecture and interior design. Their emphasis on cultural

expression within architecture and interior design, raised awareness of a culture's identity

in space. [n response to the different cultural compositions, architects such as Michael

Graves, Robert Venturi and Frank Gehry, favored more contextual and traditional

themes.

Before this discussion can continue, there are a couple of questions that need to be

answered: Is there an essence to a space? Does regionalism apply to modem architecture?

Charles Jencks argues that "architecture is ineducibly plural... an unstable hybrid based

partly on codes extemal to itself'(4be1,2000, p.1a3). In other words, people from

different backgrounds will "read" the codes diflerently based on their experience or

particular world-view. The essence of architecture is ambiguous. Architecture and space

have undergone changes and transformations throughout cultural immersions or

exchanges. As mentioned earlier, advances in communication technologies have

increased the number of cultural exchanges. Additionally, the advances in transportation

have resulted in cultural exchanges that involve more than just languages, voices or

images. These exchanges are face-to-face activities accompanied with social interactions.

The cultural exchange and influence on each other, has become even more radical. As

Frampton states, "regionalism bea¡s the hallmark of ambiguity" (Frampton,I996,p.20).

We need to realize that the number of architecture and space designs that focused on
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cultural regionalism and essence of the space are diminishing; however, the

communication of culture in design should not diminish. lnstead, cultural characteristics

and how it communicates to the user should be examined even more carefully. Designers

should understand the significance of the hybrid culture space so that a meaningful piece

ofarchitecture, and space, is designed.

Pluralism reflects the impact of an increasing number of immigrants and cultures

within one society. This has created a new social structure that allows diverse ethnic and

racial groups to exist within a society, while continuing and practicing the customs of

their own divergent cultures. This is especially significant in North Americ4 where

millions of immigrants from various cultures freely express their cultural individualities.

Still, there are those who believe that pluralism is a problem. The loss of

originality and perversion of cultural ethnicþ, have resulted in nations that have no

definable culture of their own. ln essence, identity is bluned. On the other hand, some

believe pluralism is a desirable condition and one that is socially beneficial. As Stokst¿d

stated, "many now accept pluralism for what it probably always was, a manifestation of

our culturally heterogeneous age" (Stokstad,1995, p.l 149). For interior desigr¡ pluralism

is beneficial as it is a design opportunity that promotes diversity and tolerance of cultural

characteristics in a space. A well thought-out consideration is required for the respectñrl

accommodations of multiple cultures and traditions.

Postmodemism was bom from the diversity of cultures coexisting within a

society. Similar to the Pluralist movement, Postmodernism addressed problems and

concems of cultural identities in modern architectural design. This is especially obvious

in North America. Postmodemists had great intentions to restore the cultural and
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vernacular aspects to architectural space; however, by not considering the user's needs

and the market demand, the buildings are criticized and considered impractical. For

example, the Portland building (see Figure 3) in Oregon, which is designed by Michael

Graves, is an early icon of Postmodernism. The facade is organized in a classical three-

part division of base, body and head. The intention is to reinforce the building's

associative or mimetic qualities (Graves, 1982,p.I95). In order to idealize the façade

with classical composition, small square windows, oversized panels and a contrasting

colour scheme are used; however, this causes the interior space to be gloomy and dark

and generally unpleasant to the users.

Figure 3 Portland building exterior and its dark interior space.

(Retrieved Aug I 0, 2003, from http ://www.architectureweek.com)

The lack of consideration to user needs and market demands has resulted in

architecture theorists criticizing the design as the misappropriation of architecture. As

Frampton states, "Post-Modern architecture is the conscious ruination of style and the

cannibalization of architectural form, as though no value either traditional or otherwise

can withstand for long the tendency of the production/consumption cycle to reduce every

civic institution to some kind of consumerism and to undermine every traditional quality"

(Frampton, 1996, p.307).
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Pluralists and Postmodernists were some of the first pioneers to consider the

effects of cultural exchanges and hybridization within architectural and interior design.

Postmodemism may not have concocted a successful result; however, the awareness the

movement raised demonstrated the significance and importance of cultural diversity in

architectural design. Postmodernism promoted the awareness of cultural identity in space

and its progressing importance in interior design.

2.2.3 Architecture as an ldentity

Theories that discuss architecture as an identity, link the identity of a space to the

user's personal level. It would seem that there are two cultural identities that need to be

considered: regional culture identity and personal culture identity. As previously

discussed, regionalism is ambiguous in modern architecture and interior design. Thus,

interior design can no longer reflect on just regional culture identity; instead, interior

design should also consider and reflect the users' personal identity.

This still leaves the question: what is the meaning of architecture as an identity to

individuals? The places where people were raised or engaged in social activities are

deeply linked to their memories and life. Lynch's cognitive mapping, which is "the

concept of place identity as the interrelation of cognitive processes, social activity and

formal attributes" (Abel, 2000, p.141), links these memories and places in their life, to

establish their personality and ultimately, their personal identity. In other words, these

locations represent who we were and who we are now. This is especially relevant to

dwelling environments. The importance of house and home, as a personal identity, can be

identified in the following poem:
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O JOYOUS HOUSE (Cooper, 1974, p.138)

When I walk homefrom school,
I see many houses
Many houses down many streets,
They are worm comfortable houses
But other people's houses
I pass without much notice.

Then as I walkfarther, farther
I see a house, the house.
It springs up with a jerk
That speeds my pace;
I lurchþrward
Longing makes me happy,
I bubble inside.
It's my house.

This poem shows two types of personal identification in regards to houses: others

and our own. Vy'e recognize the other's comfort and the identity as their house. Though

our own house may not be more charming or spacious, the joys we experience in our

home can never be compared. Our space is where we belong and it represents our

identity. As Cooper defines, ooThe house therefore nicely reflects how man sees himself,

with both an intimate interior, or self as viewed from within and revealed only to those

intimates who are invited inside, and a public exterior (the persona or masþ in Jungian

terms) or the self that we choose to display to others" (Cooper, 1974,p.I31). The design

of dwelling spaces reflects our personality and without this identity, living in it is

comparable to living in a hotel room and living some other person's identity. Essentially,

this means that identity is very personal; one person's identity with a space may not be

the same as another person.
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Personal identity can be expanded to include spaces outside of a dwelling

environment. Yi-Fu Yuan's "experiential perspective" found evidence, in developmental

psychology, to explain the reciprocal nature of man's relation to his physical environment

(4be1,2000, p.la1). What we do and where we go reflect apart of our identity and

persona. For example, some people may go to the gym, which can represent their active

personality. Other people may volunteer atahospital and that can represent their caring

personality. Of course, everyone will not share the same identity with the same location.

Some people may have a very positive identity to their high school, while others may

have a very negative identity. As Lynch defines, "Identity is the extent to which a person

can recognize or recall a place as being distinct from other places- as having a vivid, or

unique, or at least a particular, character of its own" (Lynch, 1981, p.13I).

Thus, the personal identþ of a space is usually linked to traditions or cultural

social values. Immigrants who enter a space containing cultural signs and symbols may

recognize the regional identity of the space; however, a much deeper appreciation can be

attained if the space has personal identity. To achieve this, the semiosis process can be

manipulated such that the object refers to something that the immigrants can identiff.

By researching a culture's tradition and social values, the signs and symbols can

project a mental image that refers to a traditional object of their native land. In this way,

the regional identity is recognized by both locals and immigrants while the personal

identity, from the immigrant's viewpoint, will invoke a deeper sense of familiarity due to

their cultural background. [n a hybrid culture space, each culture's regional and personal

identities will need to coexist interact and transform to create a new hybrid culture
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identity. This will offer users of both cultures a sense of familiarity that also challenges

some of their traditional concepts.

2.3 Case Studies

Restaurants are one of the earliest examples of hybrid culture space. This is

especially true for Asian/l.lorth American hybrids. For early Asian immigrants, opening a

restaurant was a common way to make a living in North America. The allure of

something familiar to other Asian immigrants, and the curiosity of something new for

local North Americans, ensured the success of the restaurant. It also started the first

evolution of a culturally hybridized interior space. Some restaurants even adjusted their

menu items, descriptions, furnishings and the taste of the food, to minimize alienating the

local populace. Over time these restaurants have evolved, to a point, where the hybrid

restaurant can be categorized into one of two types. One type is defined as the traditional

ethnic restaurant, where the space is based on a geographic ethnic culture such as a

Chinese or Japanese restaurant located in North America. In this case, the restaurant's

ethnic culture is dominant in its design and intention. Alternatively, the other type of

restaurant is a fusion restaurant, where the ethnic leanings of the restaurant are blurred.

The fusion restaurant, however, still hints to their ethnic origins through the strategic

placement of symbolic cultural elements.

In the following case studies, I identift the symbolic and architectural elements of

both a traditional Chinese restaurant and a fusion Asian restaurant. This highlights the

evolution of the hybrid culture restaurant design as well as the cultural expression

through these elements.
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2.3.1 Traditional Hybrid Cultural Restaurant, Kum Koon Garden Restaurant

,'æ. ,ä','ffi
Figure 4. Interiors of the Kum Koon Garden Restaurant, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Kum Koon Garden Rest¿urant, located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, is a traditional

Chinese ethnic restaurant that serves Dim Sum and regular family-style Chinese dishes.

In 2003, the restaurant underwent an expansion and renovation headed by the architect,

Raymond S.C. Wan. After the expansion, the total square footage of the restaurant is

approximately 12,000 sq. ft. The renovated design retains the restaurant's image of a

traditional Chinese restaurant, while updating its furnishings.

In this traditional Chinese restaurant example, the design is often unintentionally

hybridized. The restaurant intends to serves traditional Chinese cuisine in an authentic

environment; however, the owners must compromise the design due to economic

viability and the availability of local building materials and furnishings. As a result, a

majority of the symbolic elements that communicate Chinese culture are substituted, or
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combined, with North American style and materials. The following table shows the

symbolic and architectural elements of Kum Koon Garden. Column one lists the

symbolic and architectural elements while column two contains a brief description of the

element's original function or meaning. ln column three describes how the element is

currently used in terms of function and semiotic meaning (see Table 1).

Table I
The analysis of syrnbolic and architectural elements ín the Kum Koon Garden
Restauront.

Symbolic and
Architectural Elements

Original Culture Use or Meaning Current function and semiotic meaning in
the resüaurant

a¡ea chair Wood chair with Shou symbol
on the back support. Shou is a
Chinese character denoting
longevity or immortalþ ideals
that were popularized by Taoist
philosophy. As a result, it widely
represents Taoist influence
(Hall, 1994, p.7). Traditionally,
the chair is made entirely of
wood" including the seat.

It is used as a waiting area chair.
Functionally, the 'shou' pattem on the
back of the chair is for lightweight back
support. At the same time, it provides
semiotic meaning about the Chinese
culture. Due to local influences, extra
cushions are added for comfort.
Additionally, the fabric pattern is
commonly used in North America.

Decorative bamboo The pliant yet, strong
characteristics of bamboo
symbolized reliability, courage
in adversþ, good breeding and
other similar virtues. It can also
represent longevþ, being
evergreen etc (ibid, p.la\.

Functionally, it is a decorative piece on
the front counter. As a common
vegetative decorative piece in Asiq it also
communicates the cultural background of
the restaurant.

The red wall with dragon
and

ln Chinese culture, the
combination of the dragon and
the phoenix is a common motif
that symbolizes the emperor and
empress (ibid, p.27). The red
curtains are often hung for
wedding events.

It is a wall motifthat is used for
weddings, and usually indicates the
family names of the groom and bride. In
the restaurant, it is permanently installed
on a red painted wall for economic
reasons. It delivers cultural meaning,
while also serving as the accent colour of
the space.
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Symbolic and
Architectural Elements

Original Culture Use or Meaning Current function and semiotic meaning in
the restaurant

Chinese - carps The carp is a Chinese and
Japanese symbol for
p€rseverance. In Chinese culture,
the carp is also a metaphor for
success in state examinations
(ibid, p.l7). It is often a painting
of live fishes in a pond.

Functionally it is a decorative painting on
the wall to deliver cultural meaning. It
retains its traditional look.

H¿¡r
Pendant lighting fixtwe. A chandelier-like pendant light

fixture that is often used in
western culture, especially in
Europe, as a showroom piece.

This is an uncommon light fixture in a
oriental restaurant. Due to the availability
of local fumishings, western styled
lighting fixhres are incorporated into the
traditional Chinese restaurant. It is a sign
of North America's influence in the Asian
cultural environment.

Bar alcohol The bar's alcohol display is
commonly behind the bar in
North America for bartenders to
use. It is also used to showcase
the variety of alcohol as well as

act as a display piece.

Functionally, it no longer retains its
cocktail bar purpose. lnstead, it is a
display behind the cashier at the entrance.
It presents a sense of luxury with its
display. Fortune and luxury are always
emphasized in the Chinese restaurant.
Rather than use the traditional elements,
North American luxury is presented and
becomes a part of the hvbrid presentation.

Laminate and granite
counter

Laminates are one of the most
cornmon and economical
materials in North American
culture. Granite is an upscale
stone material.

Laminates and imitation granite are the
materials that are used for the cashier's
counter at the entrance. There is no
intended semiotic meaning with the use

of this material. Instead, this material was
used based on functional and budgetary
concerns.

Half height partitions In North America, the half
height partitions are ofren used
to divide the space, while
retaining an open space feeling.

The divider in the dining room separates

the smaller dining tables from the open
space. Functionally, it provides a
separation for smaller dining groups from
the open family gathering spaces. The
design considers the local needs ofa
smaller dining group.

In Kum Koon Garden restaurant, the design utilizes Chinese symbolic and

architectural elements to communicate its cultural background. The furniture, display and

decorative wall pieces, tell stories of Chinese traditions and tales; however, the influences

of North American culture are reflected in the design's use of local materials and

culturally foreign fixtures. The reason for its use is due to their availability from local
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sources and cost. Still, Kum Koon Garden restaurant and others like it, is a predominantly

traditional ethnic restaurant.

2.3.2 Styhzed Hybrid Cultural Restaurant, the Wild Rice Restaurant

Fígure 5. Interiors of the Wild Rice restaurant, Vancouver, BC.

The recent trend of fusion restaurants does not follow the design of traditional

ethnic restaurants. Instead, these restaurants incorporate the culture's influences with

contemporary furnishings. The V/ild Rice Rest¿urant in Vancouver, 8.C., is one example

of a restaurant that incorporates Asian cultural influences with a contemporary

presentation. [t opened in 2001 and claims to be a modern Asian restaurant that serves

fusion cuisine. The designer, Terri Storey, was trained at the Emily Carr Institute of Art

and Design in the fields of painting and photography. The Canadian Interiors magazine
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reported her design as one of the bolder approaches in restaurant design within the

Vancouver region (Collins, 2002,p.32). The restaurant's distinct fusion-style is

showcased in both its menu and the design.

The Wild Rice Restaurant has been very successful due to the restaurant's

consideration of current needs and markets. As Abel states, "the most successful works in

contemporary architecture are likely to be those that abstract from the past that what is

still relevant today, and at the same time, by process of analogy, project a vision of the

future out of the present" (Abel, 2000, p.137). In the Wild Rice restaurant, the design

combines the strengths of Asian and Canadian cultures, while considering local needs.

The restaurant is successful because it meets the local expectations of a good atmosphere,

bar service and intimate dining spaces. It also provides a sense of the Asian culture with

the inclusion of decorative pieces and fusion cuisine. The design and setting successfully

presented the Asian culture in a comfortable environment that appealed to both Asian and

non-Asian residents.

The symbolic and architectural elements of V/ild Rice are presented and analyzed

in Table 2 to show how culture has influenced the restaurant's interior.
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Table2
The analysis of symbolic and architectural elements in the tYild Rice Restaurant.

Symbolic and
Architectural Elements

Original Culture Use or Meaning Current fr¡nction and semiotic meaning
in the restaurant

Tempered glass The Dragon of the East, especially
in China, has an ancient lineage
and was a beneficent creature
(Hall, 1994, p.27).

It functions as a decorative wall piece.
The bright orange and red colours are

the accent colours ofthe space. It also
represents Asian culture due to the
common use and symbolic meaning of
the dragon.

Fabric wild rice wall
installation and paper

Rice is a staple item in an oriental
meal, especially in Southern China,
Japan, Koreq Thailand and
Vietnam.
Origami is probably the most
popular arts and crafls activity in
Japan. This form of paper folding
found applications in both
religious and secular context
(Bornoff & Freeman, 2002, p. I 3 1).

They are both decorative pieces located
at the front entrance. They are part of
the symbolic elements representing
Asian culture in interiors, due to their
traditional meanings. The origami was
enlarged and suspended from the
ceiling instead of being traditionally
small and delicate objects. The giant
rice wall-piece is a transformation of a
common food item, into an abstract
insøllation.

llluminated bar The bar counter is one of the most
popular features in North
American clubs or lounges. It
encowages interaction and
conversation between customers to
bartenders as well as customers to
customers.

The function of the bar supports the

local needs. This North American
design approach allows the local
residents to feel more comfortable as it
is a familiar setting. It is also a
symbolic element that represents North
American culture.

This lounge seating setting is
commonly used in bar
environments in North America. It
evokes a sense ofcasual style and
promotes comfort in the space.
Lounge seating provides a living
room-like setting that invites the
customers to relax in a public
environment.

The lounge seating serves as part ofthe
dining area in the restaurant. It
represents a part of North American
dining and bar culture.

Pendant light fixtures Pendant light fixtures create
sparkle and provide a luxurious
aûnosphere. They are commonly
used in restaurant environments
within North America.

Instead ofcircular or cone shaped
pendants, the pendants chosen here are

square shaped with a frosted texture to
present an Asian minimalist style.

Illuminate area

mH

The illuminated background and
accompanying furniture creates a
yellow, black and red colour
combination, which is very
cornmon in oriental culture. The
pattem is similar to the lattice
pattern found in Asian culture.

Functionally, the seating area in the
mezzanine accommodates a private
party or a small group activity. The
Asian culture is communicated through
the colour combination and patterns.
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The space of the Wild Rice restaurant is smallo long and narrow. The Asian signs

and symbolic elements displayed throughout the restaurant are a conceptual and modem

interpretation. The clientele is targeted to the young adult crowd; thus, the design of the

space and functionality favors their style and local needs. For example, the illuminated

bar and lounge-like seating in the restaurant provides a gathering space that is common to

North American culture; however, the restaurant still reminds the user of its Chinese

culture with decorations and food servings. Wild Rice is a hybrid blend of traditional

Chinese with modern North America. This reflects the current trend of fusion restaurants.

From these two examples, it is observed that current Asian restaurants can be split

into two design trends. One trend retains the traditional style and feel of the ethnic

restaurant, while presenting symbolic elements in their original form. The other design

trend is the fusion restaurant that interprets symbolic elements with its own unique vision

and use of local and contemporary materials. For me, the fusion restaurant is the way of

the future. It takes bold approaches toward cultural interpretations, while considering the

local and current trends and needs. It presents an innovative opportunity to design and

express cultural identity in interior spaces, while taking into account the practical

considerations.

2.4 Cultural Accessibility

The influence of culture in interior design has been discussed in the previous

sections; however, another important influence that a design must consider is the

different physical needs of the users. This is addressed by observing basic

anthropometrics and each culture's perspective on comfort and dining settings. A hybrid
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culture space should consider the different physical requirements in anthropometrics and

comfort so that the design can be culturally accessible. In this study, the focus is on Asian

and North American cultural accessibility.
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Figure ó. Leonardo da Vinci's famous drawing of the human figure based on the
Vitruvian Norm-Man. Photograph courtesy the Bettmann Archive, Inc.

(Panero and Zelnik, 1979, p.l6)

The measurements of the human body have fascinated many philosophers, artists,

theoreticians and architects. Anthropometry, which is the study of science that deals

specifically with the measurement of the human body, can be dated back to include

significant examples from Leonardo da Vinci and Le Corbusier. During the Renaissance

period, Leonardo da Vinci created his famous human-figure drawing based on the

Vitruvian Norm-Man (see Figwe 6). This drawing was significant in that it described the

human body's height, as equal to the distance between two extended arms. By the mid-

eighteenth century, the architect, Le Corbusier, developed a measurement device called,

Le Modular (see Figure 7). This device became a critical tool in all his works past 1947.
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There are many other examples but what this emphasizes is the importance of

anthropometry in arts and design.

Data from anthropometric studies have been used to develop architectural design

standards. The standards are then used to generalize the fumiture and equipment

dimensions so that designers can efficiently create a safe and comfortable design

environment. In the interior design profession, designers rely on these standards when

working with inhabited spaces. As such, anthropometry demands the most consideration

for any interior design and architectural projects.

(Copy Right Image )

Figure 7. Le Modular by Le Corbusier

(Panero and Zelnik, 1979, p.16)

Depending on how the sample population is derived, the anthropometric results

can be different. There are many factors that can affect the data such as age, sex, and

ethnic background. Penero and Zelnik discuss these factors in the book, Human

Dimension and Interior Space. To quote, "There are many complicating factors and
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difficulties involved. One such factor is that body sizes vary with age, sex, race, and even

occupational group" (Panero and Zelnik,l979,p.23). The main physical difference

between Asian and North American people is their height. Based on statistical data, it is

observed that there are height differences up to 10 cm between Asian and North

American people. From the table (see Appendix B), Statistics on the statures in

centimeters and certain other characteristics of 26 samples, the mean statures of Japan's

JASDF pilots and Canada's RCAF pilots arc 166.9 and 177.4 cm, respectively. Similady,

the Republic of Korea's Army and the U.S. Army's ground troops have a mean stature of

164 and 174.5 cm, respectively. Though factors such as the year the data was taken, age

and the sample population may alter these numbers, there is a general consensus that

Asians are significant shorter than North Americans.

This practicum refers to two design standards based on North American and

Japanese regional anthropometrics. This is done so that a detailed comparison can be

produced. The first standard is The Human Dimension and Interior Space by Julius

Panero and Martin Zelnik. This is a design standard developed by North America. The

second standard is the Architectural Standards compiled by the Japanese Institute of

Architects. The critical anthropometric dimensions of a hybrid culture restaurant are the

ones that relate to seating, table and shelving height. These include: buttock popliteal

length, popliteal height, vertical grip reach, elbow-to-elbow breadth and elbow rest

height. Figure 8 highlights these critical dimensions.
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Fígure 8. Highlighted body measurements of most use to the designer of

interior spaces.

(Panero, J. and Zßlrlk, M, 1979, p.30)

Comparing these dimensions between the two standards, observable differences

are shown in Table 3. According to the anthropometric studies found in the two

standards, the chair height ranges from 15.1 inches to 19.7 inches. The table height,

which is the sum of popliteal height and elbow rest height, ranges from 25 inches to 31.4

inches. These differences are significant and must be accounted in the design.
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Table 3

The comparison between Japanese Architectural Standard and Human Dimension &
Interior

rr percetile data in 25 to 34 years range is used

Based on these comparisons, it is important to design furnishings that can

accommodate a wide range of body heights within a hybrid culture space. Also, the ideas

of comfort and the definition of an appropriate eating space within each culture, should

be considered. This will result in a hybrid culture space that is accessible and

accommodating for users of either cultural background. o'Accessibility cannot be

measured solely by observed performance because an acceptable level of usability is

based on individual interpretations and social nonns...Different cultures and sub-cultural

groups hold space envelopes in which they occur and the postures that are appropriate for

specific activities" (Steinfeld & Danford, 1999, p.19). In order to make Asians and North

Americans feel welcome in a hybrid culture restaurant, different dining settings should be

considered.

As a general observation of North American culture, the dining out experience is

about enjoying the experience and socializing with friends (see figure 9). Subsequently,

the dining table settings are often designed for couples or groups of three to six. An
30

Japanese architectural
Søndard (inch)

Human dimension &
Interior SDace* (inches)

Function Body measurement

Male Female Male Female

Buttock Popliteal Length 2r.9 21.0

Popliteal Height t6.7 15. I 19.7 l7.5

Seating

Elbow-to-Elbow breadth l6.l 14.6 19.7 r 8.3

Table
heieht

Elbow Rest Height 10.6 9.9 I1.7 I1.1

Reach Vertical Grip Reach 83.2 76.7 88.5 84.0



environment that allows intimate conversation is also essential. The guests, at each table,

like to be individually served and to not be disturbed by other restaurant guests. The

personal boundaries of the party are thus, relatively large. The atmosphere is also

important as flowers, soft light and delicate tableware are all part of the dining out

experience. On the other hand, some spaces, such as lounges and bars, draw the personal

boundaries closer. This atmosphere is often designed to encourage interaction. In both

restaurant or bar environments in North America, the setting is always emphasized to

create the desired atmosphere that respects the personal spaces of the guests.

Figure 9. Dining in North America style restaurant.

(Retrieved July I 0, 2003, from http://www.elgaucho.com./)

Contrary to North American settings, a big family or business gathering is more

commonplace in Asia. Tables for groups of twelve to fourteen are cornmonly used in

traditional Asian restaurants. The atmosphere for these large group gatherings is not very

important, but an atmosphere that allows them to make their chatting or cheering noise is

important. As a result, most Asian restaurants provide private rooms such as Japanese

tatami rooms or Chinese banquet rooms to accommodate their guests.
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Another interesting dining out observation can be made in regards to street dining.

The night markets and street vendors, of Asia, are important dining out experiences (see

Figure l0). The setting is not comfortable and the environment is not desirable for most

non-Asians; however, locals love the convenience and the spectacle of preparing and

serving their food. Privacy, noise and eating marìners are not issues that are emphasized

in Asian dining. Instead, good food and the ability to accommodate an entire family of

twenty, is important.

Figure 10. Night market in Taiwan.

In Asia, the dining experiences and preferences are much more flexible. People

can be found eating while standing on the street or seated on the floor. Contrary to North

American style, good table height and the preservation of personal space are vital in

achieving the atmosphere.

The dining environment settings are different in Asian and North American

cultures; additionally, the ideals of comfort are different. Table 4 shows the general

differences in North American and Asian dining settings. In order to make both cultures

feel welcome to the space, both settings should be considered.
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North America Asia
Table sizes Table of 2 or 4 (combining tables to

accommodate larger group)
Tables of 4, 8, 10,12 (added chairs
for larger group)

Special
settings

Cocktail bar
Lounges (like living rooms)
Patios

Tatami rooms (floor seating)
Banquet rooms (movable partition)
Sushi bars (Sushi prep. counter)

Tablewares Plates, glassware Plates, bows, sauce trays, tea cups
Utensils Forks, knifes, spoons Chopsticks, spoons

Table 4
The general dffirences in North America and Asia dining setting.

Cultural accessibility and comfort is important to interior spaces. A hybrid design

needs to accommodate cultural diversity by allowing the design to be culturally

accessible and culturally appropriate. The concerns regarding anthropometric and dining

setting differences, are critical considerations for any hybrid culture restaurant

environment.
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2.0 DESIGN STRATEGIES

Three design strategies are proposed: Courtyard, Message and Welcome. The

Courtyard strategy seryes as the design's core. There are many other approaches that can

also be used; however, the different North American and Asian approaches to Nature is

found to be an interesting parallel for this practicum. The second strategy, Message,is

based on the previous discussion of semiotics, signs and symbols. Interior spaces

communicate and deliver a message through the use of signs and symbols. Subsequently,

a hybrid culture space should be a design that coexists, integrates and transforms cultural

signs and symbols to present its hybrid culture characteristics. The last strategy,

Il'elcome, intends to create an interior that is culturally accessible and allows people from

both cultures to feel welcome and comfort¿ble.

3.1 Courtyard

The first strategy is to incorporate an enclosed central courtyard within Fusion

Xp's restaurant design. Throughout the development of architecture and interior design,

Nature is important in both Asian and North American culture; however, their

philosophies and approaches toward Nature are different. I utilize both approaches to

incorporate a courtyard into the design project. This will serve to connect the two

different cultures within one space.

Control and containment is a familiar concept in North America in regards to

Nature within interior spaces. It can be argued that this concept with Nature has its

origins with architectural development and religion, as North America's dominant

religion is Christianity; a carry-over from their European ancestry. In the first chapter of
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the Bible, Genesis, it is written that God created humans on the sixth day of Creation and

said to them, "Be fruitful and become many and fill the earth and subdue it, and have in

subjection the fish of the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and every living

creature that is moving upon the earth" (New World Testament Bible, Genesis 1:28).

This controlling and dominating concept towards Nature is evidenced in much of North

America's colonial approach development, such as land use and urban development.

Though one of the functions of North American architecture has been to develop

protection from undesirable and sometimes extreme climate conditions, the desire for

maintaining a connection to natural environment is strong. Architects and designers have

looked for ways to contain and present Nature to provide easy, year-round access.

The most obvious building development involving interior spaces with Nature is

the greenhouse and conservatory development. It demonstrates the total control concept

of Nature within the North American culture. The ancestor of the greenhouse is called the

orangery, which was built to keep citrus fruits over the harsh winter in the late

seventeenth century. By the middle of the eighæenth century, tropical plants were

imported to European countries. Due to the sensitive nature of these plants, the strucfure-

like greenhouse was designed to ensure that tropical plants would survive through the

winter. As more advanced building materials were discovered such as iron, glass panels

and steel, the interior spaces were able to house more natural elements regardless of the

exterior climate conditions.

The first and largest attempt to use the greenhouse concept in architecture is the

design of the Crystal Palace (see Figure I l) located in London, England in 1851. The

building consisted of prefabricated glass panels and iron structures. The use of this
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prefabricated method enabled the 18 acres exhibition structure, to be completed within

nine months. The transparent glass panel ceilings and walls, gave the illusion that the

outside world was part of the building (Koppelkamm, 1981, p.25-26). The fountains, tall

plants and sculptures are displayed and well contained within the structure. The

greenhouse structure, applied in architecture design, was no longer just for agricultural

purposes; instead, it introduced the possibility to provide an indoor-controlled natural

environment into the daily-lives of the public.

Figure 11. Crystal Palace, London (1851), Joseph Paxton.

(Koppelkamm, 1981, p.26)

This desire for Nature and the concept of control continues today in North

America. With the introductions and improvements made in glass panels, steel structures,

HVAC and mechanical systems, interior designers and architects have even more control

over Nature within interior spaces. Technology has provided the ability to create an

indoor garden within a high-rise building. Subsequently, it can provide a year-round oasis

in many large cities. For example, the Winter Garden atrium in New York is a l0-story
36
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marble and glass atrium that is the centerpiece of the World Financial Center's complex

in Lower Manhattan. When it opened in October of 1977,the Winter Garden contained

tropical plants such as the palm tree that, ordinarily, would not thrive in New York's

environment. Canad4 with its considerably colder climate, also has the ability to house

an indoor garden. The Devonian Garden (see Figure 12) in downtown Calgary, Alberta,

provides a peaceful and natural place for the business community.

The concept of Nature in North America is based on control and containment;

however, without the desire to be close to Nature and its elements, the current indoor

courtyard and atrium design may not have been realized.

Fìgure /2. Devonian Garden, Calgary, Canada .

In Asia, the relationship with nature emphasizes one of connection and

association. This concept can be traced to their history's philosophers and philosophies.

Lao-tse, the founder of Taoism, is one of its most influential examples. Tao means "the

way," and Taoism stresses oneness with Nature and the inner self. The philosophy of

connecting with Nature became the design core of many building environments. This is
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demonstrated by observing the interior layouts and openings of the building envelope.

The concept of connecting with Nature is reflected in Chinese, Japanese and Korean

traditional housing designs. It is particularly reflected in the central courtyard and garden

designs of residential housings and temples. For the Chinese culture, an open courtyard

(ting) sewes as a poetic expression and can range from an elaborate garden to a simple,

yet functional, space (see Figure 13). People come to the courtyard to socialize, drink and

write poetry, while embracing the natural scenery of the courtyard. For luxurious

dwellings, the courtyard is decorated with a wide range of flowers, stone furniture and

shaped doorways. In a multiple-family complex, a central courtyard $ruanzi) is designed

as a shared but functional, open space where people could dine, play music or tell stories

to their children under the moonlight. In Japan, Nature's environment is integrated with

their daily life. For example, an open terrace for religious practices and a peaceful garden

view for tea ceremonies, are just some of the ways the Japanese connect themselves to

Nature. It is important for traditional houses to include gardens, provide a sense of a

living environment, and a Roji path, which is a purposely-designed garden pathway that

usually connects to teahouses. Thematically, it expresses "the natural landscape" (Inaji,

1990,p.62).
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Figure 13. Traditional Chinese residential plan.

(Inaji, 1990,p.92)

In Korea, the anmadang, or "white gardeno', is designed to be at the center of the

house (see Figure l4). It is not an ornamental garden like the Japanese, or an elaborate

courtyard like the Chinese; rather, it is an open courtyard located at the center of the

house with a tree, or two, that is to be admired and sometimes used as an extension space

for ceremonial occasions.
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Figure 14. Traditional Korean residential plans.

(Inaji, 1990, p.170)

Over much of Asia, there exists a strong and historical belief that the combination

of gardens, courtyards and natural light with interior spaces, provides a healthier living

environment. In the present age, this belief is still widely held; however, it is becoming

increasingly difficult to plan such a space due to limited amounts of land, and the large

numbers of high-rise building structures. Still, there are many modern examples that

incoqporate nature into their interiors, though they are influenced by western building

technologies and their concept of controlling Nature. For instance, the Bank of China (see

Figure l5) in Beijing, designed by the Pei Partnership, incorporates a glass roof center

space with an oriental designed garden. [t has become an area for clients and employees

to take a break from the office noise. It also provides a year-round natural retreat within

the offrce building.
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Figure 15. Interiors of the Bank of China, Beijing, China.

(The Pei Partnership, Retrieved July 10, 2003, from http://www.ppa-ny.com,/)

Despite different approaches from Asia and North America towards Nature, the

innate desire to include Nature, and its elements, in the interior space is obvious. It

provides a relaxing and pleasant space in both residential and commercial interiors. Still,

the traditional concept of Nature and interiors within Asian cultures, conflicts with the

North American building developments. Many Asian countries have adapted North

American building technology and there are more interior spaces that are equipped with

environmental control systems. ln Asia, the incoqporation of Western steel and glass

structures, along with their traditional Asian concept of Nature, has become part of the

hybrid culture process. The hybrid culture space must always coexist and integrate the

strengths of both cultures, while transforming the design to achieve their conceptual goals

and ideal environments.

As a result, I chose to design a central courtyard that combines the strengths of

both North American and Asian approaches. The central courtyard will be in a fully

enclosed and controlled environment that will protect the courtyard from the harsh

winters of Winnipeg. At the same time, the natural elements of the coufyard will serve as
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the connecting links to the other spaces of Fusion Xp thus associating all the spaces to the

central courtyard.

The scale of the courtyard, in comparison with the entire restaurant, requires

consideration. The courtyard is a smaller space contained within a larger, enveloping

three-dimensional field. Its size can grow from one small garden to the occupation of the

entire space. It could compress the enveloping space to a thin layer of skin (see Figure

16) thus losing its quality as a focus in the space. A balanced size will be designed for the

courtyard space. Each side of the courtyard will still be surrounded by the enveloping

space thus serving as a separation from the exterior.

Figure 16. The scale of cont¿ined space within a larger enveloping space

Fusion Xp consists of a cockt¿il lounge, teahouse, dining area and party rooms

(see Appdendix D). The central location of the courtyard will become the center of

orientation within the restaurant. As Revnold states, "The courtyard is so frequently the

center of orientation within a building that it naturally assumes a primary role in building

circulation" (Revnolds,2002, p.53). Adopting and transforming a commonly found

Japanese tatami pattern called Yojyohan (see Figure l7), the restaurant's layout is able to
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place the courtya¡d at its center. Each individual area of the restaurant, such as the

teahouse and the dining area, will surround the central courtyard base in accordance to

the layout. As a result, the courtyard becomes a navigation space for this multi-functional

restaurant design. It will also serve as the entrance and connecting link to each divided

interior space of the restaurant; additionally, it will also provide both horizontal and

vertical circulation spaces. This strategy transforms a traditional Japanese design pattem

into a large-scale space that addresses the emphasis of connecting with Nature.

)
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Figure / 7. Common tatami room layout transform to restaurant layout.

Additionally, the courtyard will have a diflerent personal identity based on the

user's cultural background. To the locals, the courtyard will appear to be like an atrium or

an indoor garden. Asians, on the other hand, ffiäy liken the courtyard to their traditional

home where a courtyard is located right in the center of their house.

The strategy of incorporating Nature into the interior, will also affect the colour

and texture preferences. The courtyard is the focus ofthe restaurant; thus, the general

colour palate of the surrounding interiors should remain subtle and neutral. This will

establish a leisurely setting that also enhances the colour of Nature and the restaurant's

food. Baraban and Durocher mention the benefits of using subtle and neutral colours in

the book Successful Restaurant Design. "Muted, subtle colors create a restful, leisurely
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effect. . .Neutrals enhance the colors of foods"(Baraban and Durocher, 2001 , p.78). The

design will encourage the texture of the materials to be associated with the various

textures found in the courtyard, such as foliage, stone and water. The material selection

will focus on the use of local materials. This will take advantage of lower costs as well as

accentuate the North American cultural contributions.

Many natural elements such as natural light, vegetation, rocks and water

reflections, can be used throughout the courtyard to introduce a relaxing and pleasant

environment. Revnold praises the functions of the courtyard by saying, "Courtyards serve

buildings of nearly every imaginable function ... For example, restaurants offer shaded

courtyards as escapes from oppressive small offices and the midday heat" (Revnolds,

2002, p.3). For Fusion Xp, the courtyard is the heart of the restaurant's layout and its

design integrates both North American and Asian style to reflect the spirit of the hybrid

culture space.

3.2 Message

One of the design goals of Fusion Xp is to coexist, integrate and transform signs

that are presented in North American and Asian interior spaces. As mentioned in the

section on semiotics, the signs in traditional interior spaces help communicate the

culture's identity. Malnar and Vodvarka state,'oln the sense that all cultural phenomena

are sign-systems, architecture may thus be seen Íß communication as well as having

spatial functions" (Malnar and Vodvarka,l992,p.284).In a hybrid culture space,

architectural elements and signs still communicate; however, they are no longer used in

the conventional fashion.
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Signs, in a hybrid culture space, should coexist, integrate and transform with other

signs to become even more interesting or portray an even more powerful message. These

signs are more interesting because they break the traditional rules and forms. This

challenges the users to rethink the sign's traditional cultural meaning. Such signs are

usually achieved through the modification of traditional symbols. A symbol is a sign,

which requires individual interpretation to provide meaning; thus, by modi$ing the look

or presentation of traditional symbols, an opportunity for a new interpretation exists. For

example, consider the tempered glass red dragon of the V/ild Rice Restaurant. It uses a

traditional Asian symbol, in the dragon, and challenges its observers with a new

interpretation with its use of unconventional colours and materials. The use of red in a

dragon is uncommon in traditional Chinese culture; yet, the dragon still retains its

original message of "good luck." This message, however, is accentuated even more with

its red colour scheme as red, in traditional Chinese culture, also means good luck. The

use of tempered glass is also uncommon in traditional Chinese culture; however, the

process of making tempered glass is unique. The process gives the dragon a unique birth

from fire that bestows strenglh and power. The glossiness from the glass attracts

attention, while also presenting the delicateness and uniqueness of the creature.

In Fusion Xp's design, it coexists, integrates and transforms Asian symbols and

signs with a modern interpretation. For example, consider the entrance where the design

integrates and transforms traditional lanterns of an Asian courtyard with lighting

technology (see Figure 18). The hung lantern elements define the entranceway and give

the illusion of an outdoor environment that is in an interior space.
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Figure /8. Traditional Asian courtyard with lanterns and the Fusion Xp

entrance perspective

Consider another example in the design of Fusion Xp where the Teahouse and

Cocktail lounge demonstrate the coexistence of two cultural building characteristics (see

Figure 19). The Asian traditional teahouse is situated inside of the North American

protective steel frame structures. Both teahouse and lounge are physically open to the

central courtyard and visually open to the south side exterior.

Figure 19. Teahouse and Cocktail lounge perspective in Fusion Xp

The integration and transformation of signs can also be presented by the

selections of materials and furnishings. There are some manufacturers that integrate
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Asian and North American materials and technologies thus transforming them for new

applications. For example, engineered bamboo flooring is a combination of traditional

Asian bamboo material with North American manufacturing. The bamboo is processed

into a wooden floor-like module that results in a stronger, resilient and easy to install

surface module, compared to its unprocessed form. Additionally, this new processed

material is stronger in strength when compared to hardwood flooring, and is lower in cost

than its raw material. This is an example of how integrating the strengths of both

cultures' can be applied into Fusion Xp's design.

In the design of Fusion Xp, the reinterpretation, integration and transformation of

traditional symbols and signs are required. With the use of different materials, colours,

concepts and vision, traditional symbols and signs can be presented in a new style that

challenges its traditional meanings. The use of local materials and a manufacturer located

within North Americq is emphasized due to economic and availability reasons.

The signs, of the Fusion Xp restaurant, provide an interesting combination of

visual stimulation and mental challenges \ /ith the coexistence, integration and

transformation of conventional North American and Asian signs. This is a focal point, to

the users of Fusion Xp, about hybrid culture.

3.3 Welcome

The design of the hybrid culture space should allow people from both cultures, to

feel welcome and comfortable. In order to reach this goal, the hybrid design needs to

accommodate cultural diversity. As was mentioned earlier, anthropometrics and

appropriate dining settings should be considered.
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Since Fusion Xp caters to both Asian and North American cultures, two strategies

that maximize cultural accessibility are considered. The first strategy involves offering

various dining settings to the users. The settings are based on each culture's dining

preference thus enabling the restaurant to accommodate a diversity of groups. For

example, the dining area offers small dining tables and private party rooms. This will

welcome both small and intimate dining groups or large family gatherings. Large

Chinese-styled round tables are provided for the party rooms, while smaller dining tables

are used in the main dining area (see Figure 20).

I

i
I

?Ð LEI/EL PARTY ROOMS

f Sf LEVEL OININO AREA

Figure 20. Different table size to accommodate different group size in the Fusion Xp.

In the cocktail lounge, both cocktail bar and private floor seating is provided (see

figure 21). The cocktail bar is the standard cocktail bar commonly found in North

America. The private floor seating is based on the transformation of tatami room settings,

which are commonly found in Asian culture. These alternative choices provide cultural

accessibility and a sense of welcome to bothNorth Americans and Asians.
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Figure 2L Yanous seating styles in Fusion Xp

The second strategy is to provide adjustable features, of selected areas, in the

seating design. This will accommodate the individual's comfort requirements. The

industrial design field has used this strategy to reflect the differences in body sizes. For

example, automobile design incorporates tilt and telescopic steering wheels and

adjustable front seats to comfortably accommodate a wide range of body sizes. [n

furniture design, adjustable chairs and tables are designed to maximize the comfort of a

work place. Some chair designs, such as the Aeron Chair by Herman Miller, offer a chair

selection of three different sizes to maximize ergonomic support. The seats of a

restauranto however, are in a public environment that is intended for many different users.

This is a completely different environment than that of the individualistic caterings of a

car seat or an office chair. V/ith this consideration, the adjustable seats ofthe restaurant

are only provided in the individual seating area such as the counter seating in the cocktail
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bar and the sushi bar. The design, however, must meet local building codes and

accessibility requirements thus the use of adjustable features should not compromise

these requirements. For example, the height of a table should allow for wheelchair

accessibility, which translates to minimum table height of 27 inches.

This design strategy is about maximizing the flexibility, choices and comfort to

the users of the space. Providing alternative seating styles and a few adjustable seating

features within the restaurant will accomplish this goal. An Asian and North American

hybrid culture restaurant should allow people from both cultural backgrounds to feel

welcome and comfortable in the space.
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3.0 CONCLUSION

This study introduces the hybrid culture phenomenon and investigates the

challenges the phenomenon presents to interior design. With the number of immigrants in

North America and the advances in global communication and transportation technology,

the hybrid culture phenomenon was inevitable. The growing number of cultural

exchanges and interactions has only helped to increase hybrid culture's influence. Due to

my cultural background and history, I chose to address this issue with the goals of raising

awareness of the hybrid culture phenomenon within the interior design field.

Additionally, the design of Fusion Xp serves as an example of how hybrid culture, in a

restaurant interior, could be achieved.

This practicum document defines the definition of hybrid culture and explores the

effects of cultural influences in architectural design. Concepts and theories, regarding

cultural accessibility and semiotics, were explored to link the concept of a cultural

identity to design as well as, suggest the use of symbols and signs as a tool to

communicate culture. This was accomplished by using semiotics to explain how signs

and symbols communicated culture within interior spaces. Historical and practical

examples, which include postmodernism examples, case studies and anthropometrics,

were presented to validate the cultural identity concept. The analysis on Pluralism and

Postmodemism described how its practitioners considered cultural meaning and identity

with their approach in interior design and architecture. It also demonstrated the

importance of cultural identity and how a lack of consideration, to cultural characteristics,

can result in an ill-conceived design. Case studies of two different types of hybrid culture

restaurants showed the manifestation of the hybrid culture phenomenon within restaurant
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interiors. This culminated into an analysis of symbols and signs where some of the

findings from previous discussions were applied. From this, it is discovered that careful

consideration of the cultural needs of the target clientele, is an important aspect of a

successful interior design. Finally, analyzingAsian and North American anthropometrics

and cultural dining settings, revealed cultural accessibility concerns. By offering a

selection of different dining settings and adjustable seating features, these concerns can

be reduced.

The suggestions of each topic are applied into three design strategies: Courtyard,

Message and'Welcome. These strategies are used in the design of Fusion Xp. Courtyard

is a strategy that uses an interior courtyard to capture and hybridizethe strengths of each

culture's approach to Nature. This is done by offering a controlled and contained

environment for the courtyard, while designing it to be the heart and center of the design.

This allows year-round access to Nature and the ability to associate and connect Nature

with all the other spaces of Fusion Xp. The design strategy Message, involves the

coexistence, integration and transformation of cultural signs and symbols to communicate

new cultural messages within the interior space. This approach challenges traditional

meanings and messageso while offering a visually stimulating presentation. The final

strategy called Welcome, addresses the anthropometric and cultural accessibility

concems. A choice of seating plans, flexibility and some adjustable seating features can

reduce these concerns. The design program, found in Appendix A, provides information

on the functional requirements of the restaurant design. The design of the hybrid culture

restaurant, Fusion Xp, is presented in visual and graphic forms.
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Understanding and defrning cultural meaning, is one of the most important tasks

when designing interior spaces. The task is complicated and challenging due to the

cultural considerations a designer must consider when designing for multiple cultures.

This study is just one example of a hybrid culture combination in a restaurant

environment out of an unlimited number of hybrid culture design possibilities. Various

other hybrid culture combinations and interior spaces could be the focus of future

research. The results and approaches of that research will be different from what is

presented due to the differences ofthe contributing cultures' characteristics and strengths.

In regards to this practicum topic, further research in cultural accessibility can help

increase the understanding and requirements of the hybrid culture restaurant. This can

include exploring social values and their differences between the Asian and North

American cultures so that they can be given the appropriate consideration.

This research is not intended to present guidelines to hybrid culture design.

Instead, it contributes an example of a hybrid culture space that considers cultural

meaning and identities in its approach. More importantly, it heightens the awa¡eness of

the hybrid culture design and emphasizes the importance of cultural meaning in designed

spaces.
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APPENDIX A - STATISTICS ON THE STATURES OF 26 SAMPLES

Statistics on the statures in centimeters and certain other characteristics of 26 samples. From Chaparnis,

Ethnic Variables in Human Factors Engineering (Panerao, J. and Zelnik,M.,l979,p.24)
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8.1.0 Facility Overview

Fusion Xp is a facility that combines a small Merchandise area, Cocktail lounge,

Teahouse, Dining area and Party rooms to offer a hybrid culture experience. The name of

the restaurant, Fusion Xp, reflects the modern hybrid experience the restaurant offers.

ooFusion" indicates the hybridization intent of the facility between Canadian and Asian

cultures while "Xp" is a commonly used term in the Internet that means experience. The

Canadian culture was chosen due to the site's selection. The Asian culture focuses on

Chinese, Japanese and Korean cultures due to the scope and feasibility of the project.

The design program will analyze the functions of each space to reflect the

previously discussed theory while also providing a guideline for the next design stage.

The facility will include a courtyard to incorporate nature elements as discussed in the

design strategies. Additionally, the notion of interior and exterior will be redefined

through different concepts of Nature in Asian and North American cultures. The

Canadian and Asian signs and symbols will be coexisted, integrated and transformed.

Due to the geographic location, the use of local or North American materials will be

emphasized. This will also lead to the reinterpretation and transformation of Asian

symbols and signs as local materials will be used to represent Asian symbols and signs.

This is one of the major hybridization methods in the design. Cultural accessibility

considerations will include the seating arrangements and furniture selections.

Hours of Operation (Party Rooms Reservation only)

Merchandise, Teahouse, Cocktail Lounge and Dining Area

Monday - Thursday & Sunday I 1:00 am - I l:00 pm

Friday & Saturday I l:00 am - l:00 am
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8.2.0 Users & Clients

The users of Fusion Xp will be owners, employees and customers of the

restaurant. The Restaurant is owned and managed by two partners, the manager/investor

and the head chef. The manager/investor is a first generation Philippine-Canadian whqse

family has lived in Winnipeg for over 30 years. He is strongly influenced by Philippine

and Asian culture. He also frequently travels between Canada and Asia. The head chef is

a first generation Chinese-Canadian who graduated from a Canadian cooking school in

British Columbia and has worked in several Western oriented restaurants in Vancouver.

His family used to run a small traditional Chinese restaurant in Winnipeg and his cooking

technique is deeply influenced by both his restaurant exposure and his family's cooking.

These two people came together with the intention to open a hybrid restaurant in

Winnipeg that was influenced from Western and Eastçrn cultures. The client group is

targeted to local residents, especially the local Asian-Canadians, between the ages of 25-

40. It is designed as a casual place to chat, gather, party and enjoy each other's company.

The following table shows the maximum capacity of customers and the number of staff

who will work in the restaurant. The number of serving staff required is based on the

ratio (1:20) of employees to customers during peak hours in a limited menu restaurant

(Lawson, 1987,p.87).
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Table l.
Masc Occupancy in each spaces of Fusion Xp

Users & Clients Interior Max Occupancy (people)

Teahouse 42

Cocktail Lounge 56

Dining Area 110

Party Rooms 54

Staffs (both food prep. And
serving staff)

t4

Total 276
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8.3.0 Site Description

The location of the Fusion Xp Restaurant is Winnipeg's Chinatown of Manitoba,

Canada. Canada is a multi-cultural country and has continually experienced an increase

in its immigration population. The earlier immigrants have settled while their next

generation families have been living in Canada for years. The immigrants and their

descendants are comprised of different ethnic groups with each group being well

respected in Canada. Manitoba is located in the central region of Canada. Though it may

not have the largest Asian immigration population when compared with other provinces,

the Asian immigration has had an influence on Manitoba. This cultural influence can be

observed through a statistical study involving the number of visible minorities and their

language use. From the 1996 Census study, the visible minorities whose origins are from

Asia (Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Southeast Asian and Filipino) comprised over two

thirds of the total visible minority population. In the 2001 Census study of language and

migration, the two Asian languages, Chinese and Tagalog, were among the top five non-

offrcial languages spoken at home. The Asian culture influence is obvious, but not

dominating. Manitoba is very neutral with cultural traditions and this is beneficial to

introducing a hybrid cultural environment.

V/innipeg is the capital city of Manitoba and is the busiest and largest city of the

province. Chinatown is the most established Asian cultural area. The majority of Asian

products and services are centrally located in Chinatown. These include a variety of

Asian grocery stores, restaurants, Asian travel agencies, oriental movie rentals and

display objects. Though Fusion Xp's concept is a challenge to traditional Chinatown, the
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location will attract both Asian and non-Asian people who are interested in Asian culture.

They are the main clienteles for the facility.
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8.3.1 Fusion Xp Location
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8.3.2 Winnipeg Chinatown History

The first Chinese community of Winnipeg v/as founded on November 18, 1877

According to the news release, three Chinese people from the United States anived at

Winnipeg by stagecoach.

The Winnipeg Free Press article reported:

Amongst the arrivals by yesterday's stage were three of the 'heaven

Chinese whom Brett Harte has immortalized in verse, and who are the

first vísitorsfrom the Flowery Kingdom to put in an appearance in
Wrinnipeg. The names of the males of the party are Charley Yam and Fung

Quong, but the lady who accompanies them, with the becoming modesty of
her sex, declines to have her cognomenflourishing in the newspapers.
This trio of celestials have been in Americaþr some time- one of them six
years- and they can speak the English language ín a kind offractured
manne4 although they discount any Wrinnipegger in talking Chinese. They
came here to enter into the washee clathes business þr which there
appears to be an excellent openingfor 'the honorable membersþr China'
(r 9. t t. t 877)

During the initial development of the Chinese Communþ, the Chinese

population was scattered throughout the city. Most Chinese people lived in the same

location as their business operation. The appearance of the Chinese grocery store seems

to be the real impetus to Chinatown's development. The first Chinese grocery store,

Quong Chong Tai Company, opened for business at249 King Street in 1905 and Hong

V/ah and Company opened on Alexander Street the following year. By 1906, these two

grocery stores and another four Laundromats were located in the area that was to become

Chinatown.

By 1909 the Chinese business community in the area had greatly expanded and an

increasing number of residences were established. The area, bordered by Main St,

Princess St, Logan Ave and Rupert Ave formed the east, west, north and south borders
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respectively. Thus, were these borders established with the character of Chinatown

(Winnipeg Chinatown Development Corp, 1988, p.12). The Chinese Canadian

Association was formed by the first generation of native-born members of the community

in 1958. The mission of the organization was to make its members better Canadian

citizens while promoting an improved understanding between Chinese and other

Canadians (Ibid, p.26).

A Winnipeg Chinatown Development Corporation was formed in 1971 to plan

and direct the redevelopment and revitalization of the district. An extremely ambitious

plan was put forward boldly calling for the eventual construction of a four-block structure

covering the entire area bounded by Main and Princess Streets and Alexander and Rupert

Avenues. The cost of the proposed project was ten million dollars and the intention was

to raise the money through the sale of shares within the local community and the

investors in Hong Kong and Taiwan. This would be the last major development project of

Chinatown.

Winnipeg's Chinatown requires new developments to revitalize the interests of

Winnipeg residents. The design and function of Fusion Xp reflects both North American

and Asian culture. It is a different cultural approach from other Chinatown developments

in the past; however, the goal to improve the understanding between Asians and

Canadians remain. The Fusion Xp restaurant is a follows the design trend for ethnic

restaurants. That is, to provide a challenge for designers and users to reconsider the

culture meanings in architectural design.
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8.3.3 Adjacent Business and Amenities

The Fusion Xp Restaurant is located on King Street, which is the axis of

Winnipeg's Chinatown. Many traditional Chinese restaurants and grocery stores are

located on King Street with several abundant warehouses or empty lots occupying the

area. The area requires some new development to bring it back to life. The adjacent

downtown and Exchange District bring along some great potential to a new Chinatown

development. Additionally, the Centennial Concert Hall, Museum of Man and Nature,

MTC warehouse and the current construction of the True North Arena allow for some

great opportunities and growth potential.

There is no contemporary or fusion food service in Chinatown and its surrounding

area consist of restaurants that serve traditional Asian cuisine (see Figure 9). The

Centennial Concert Hall and MTC warehouse hosts the majority of the performing arts in

Winnipeg and is only three blocks away from Fusion Xp. People who enjoy attending

theatrical events may find the new dining experience in Fusion Xp intriguing.

Additionally, there are several govemment buildings within the surrounding area to draw

additional clientele, such as City Hall and the Public Safety Building. The business or

federal workers will benefit from having a place to socialize and enjoy a drink after work.

The north side location of the restaurant is not as developed as the south side. The

new development of the rest¿urant will bring more people and new clientele into the

north area. This will help the revitalization of the north side of the city and bring in new

crowds into Winnipeg's Chinatown.
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8.3.4 Suggested Location

The suggested site is located on two parking lots on King St. They are between

238 King St. (Shanghai Restaurant) and 260 King St. (King's Palace). According to the

photograph, the suggested site is the two parking lots located on the left hand side of

King's Palace. The estimated size of the lot is 15000 sq. ft.

1

Fígure 2. Site Front View
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8.4.0 Estimated Floor Area

The building of the Fusion Xp restaurant contains a second floor and mezzanine

levels. The following table shows the estimated floor areas with circulation spaces.

Table 2. Estimated Floor Area in Fusion Xp

Levels Area Capacity Sq. ft.
ltt Floor Parking & Loading Zone 8 Stalls 5000

Entry & Merchandize area
(Included entrance, reception, merchandize area,

waiting area, coat room)

700

Cocktail Lounge
(Included sushi bar cocktail bar, individual tables,
floor seating room )

56 2000

Teahouse 42 1000

Courtyard 800

Vertical circulation 600

Dining area 110 2000
'Washrooms 900

Kitchen 2000

2n" Floor Party rooms 54 t200
V/ashrooms 150

Storage 100

Egress Exit 350

Total 262 16800
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8.5.0 Entrance/ Merchandize Area

To guests who are entering the restaurant, the entrance area will establish their

first impressions. The display, furnishings and merchandize of the entrance are4

showcases the hybrid culture environment. The entrance area of Fusion Xp includes the

waiting are4 coatroom, reception desk and merchandize arca. A hostess offers directions

and general assistance at the reception desk. The merchandize and waiting areas are

closed, so guests can browse the products while waiting.

8.5.1 Products and Services

Product: Dried goods (tea" crackers, candies), cooking sauces, collectable, magazines

Services: Greeting, provide direction and facility information, place seat, charge

purchased products.

8.5.2 Activities Patterns

Peak

Medium

Slow

1:00 pm 3:00 pm 5:00 pm 7:00 pm 9:00 pm 11:00 pm

Figure 4. Merchandíze AreaActivities Pattern

IttI I

11:00 am

7l

1:00 am



8.5.3 Activities ¡nd Needs

Guests should approach the reception desk when they are seeking directions. The

reception desk area should attract the guests' attention and provide a clear statement of

the hybrid culture design. The hostess greets the guests and asks if they are here for the

cocktail lounge, teahouse or the dining area. The space in front of the reception desk

should be generous to allow for good traffic flow. The self-service coatroom is provided

at the entrance area so guests can store items they do not wish to carry to the table. It

should offer enough coat space to accommodate guests from the cocktail lounge,

teahouse and dining area. The coatroom should be easily accessible but not in a direct

line of sight to guests for aesthetic re¿6ons. The seating area should be comfortable and

adjacent to the merchandize display, which is designed to distract guests while they are

waiting. A menu should also be displayed in the waiting area to allow customers to

preview their selections so as to reduce the ordering time at the t¿ble. Pre-orders may also

be made at the waiting area through the serving staff. The reception desk will require a

cash register to complete transactions of purchased products.

8.5.4 Circulation Requirement

. Main aisles should be at least 36 inches in width and the ones with heavy traffrc

should be 42 to 60 inches.

. Circulation should show directions clearly.

. Reception desk should be easily accessible from the entrance, while not impeding

traffic flow.
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Coatroom should be easily accessible by guests, but not in direct line of sight for

aesthetics.

The waiting area should be adjacent to the merchandize area to encourage purchasing.

Glimpses into rest of the facility should be provided if possible.

The traffic in the entrance area should not distract guests at a table.

8.5.5 Furnishing Requirements

. The entrance and the vestibules should use minimum-maintenance materials with

good temperature control to accommodate Winnipeg's harsh winters.

. The design of the reception area should provide a clear statement of hybrid culture.

. Reception desk should provide space for cash register and storage for menus. The

hostess should have easy access to the menus while providing service at the same

time.

' The waiting area should provide comfortable seating with good sound and lighting

control.

' The merchandize area should provide easy access shelving and attractive displays

Table 3

Dimension of required equipments in Fusíon Xp

OuantiW Note
Reception
Desk

2 Cashier Machine 24" x24"
2 Reception desk 24"Dx60"L each

Waitine Area 6-9 Seats l8"W x l8"L each
Menu display I 24 W x 36" H lon wall or freestandins)
Coat room 1.1-1.5 in /per garment

total for 200
< 6',8" H

General
Merchandise
Cases

2 unit dried goods
2 unit collectable
I unit magazines

Approx.30'W x72"L x 48" H each
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8.5.6 Design Consideration

Accessibility

The entire store floor will be leveled for wheelchair accessibility. Any sharp

corners on shelving or counters should be avoided. The height of the cashier counter will

be wheelchair accessible as will the majority of display shelves.

Building Code

For fire safety, the doorway opening shall provide a clear opening of not less than

800 mm (31.52 inch) and each alleyway shall provide an unobstructed width of not less

than 920mm (36.25 inch) for the passage of wheelchairs. (National Building Code of

Canada 1995. 3.8.1.3 and 3.8.1.7)

Acoustic

The waiting area often holds more people per square foot than any other part of

the restaurant. The use of sound-absorbent materials will improve the waiting guests'

comfort level in the area. The most effective place to apply the material is on the ceiling

and walls. The sound barrier should also be designed to reduce noises from adjacent

spaces where low noise levels, such as the quiet areas in the Teahouse, is required.
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Lighting

The lighting level must be controlled to provide a comfortable transition from

outside to inside. Both entry and waiting area lighting should be dimmer-controlled to

relate and react to lighting levels outside. (Baraban, 2001, p.95)

In the merchandize area, lighting should attract the customer. The lighting for

display units should be situated so as to provide the best visual appearance of the

merchandize. It is the place where customers will have the important first impression of

the products. Lighting should also allow the customer to evaluate the merchandise.

Customers should be able to read the product description and ingredients under good

quality lighting. The general lighting in the Merchandise area requires 40-60 fc, with

display lighting added at key locations to provide 80-120 fc for majority displays and

200-300 for the collectables. (Interior Graphic Standards, 2003, p.505). ln the reception

area, the cashier counter should be well lighted for the employee to prepare the

paperwork, read price tags, complete the transaction, and package the purchased goods.

(IESNA lighting handbook)
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8.6.0 Teahouse and Cocktail lounge

The Teahouse and Cocktail lounge are adjacent to each other. Each area can act as

the patron's sole destinations for a quick simple meal, or as a resting area for guests to

have a drink before or after dinner.

A sushi bar is feæured in the Teahouse. It prepares the teas and sushi for the

patrons of the Teahouse. A Cocktail bar, located in the Cocktail lounge, prepares the

alcoholic drinks for the lounge. The preparation process of the two bars becomes live

entertainment for guests at the restaurant. Thought the bars' main purpose is to serve

quick meals and drinks in the Teahouse and Cocktail lounge area, they also prepare sushi

and drinks for guests of the dining area. The hot appetizers and meals are prepared and

delivered by the kitchen staff, while the used dishes are also sent to the kitchen for

cleaning.

8.6.1 Products and Services

Serve cold and hot appetizers, as well as drinks including cocktails, chilled and warm tea

drinks.
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8.6.2 Activities Patterns

11:00 am 1:00 pm 3:00 pm 5:00 pm 7:00 pm g:00 pm 11:00 pm

Figure 5. Beverage and Snack Area Activities Pattem

Peak

Medium

Slow

1:40 am

8.6.3 Activities and Needs

Both Teahouse and Cocktail lounge can be divided into three are¿ß by its function

1. Production and storage areas

2. The bar service are4 including bar seating counter

3. Seating area

Guests can come to the Beverages and Snack area and select their own seat.

Customers place their order at the bar services area or through the serving stafffrom their

seat. All products will be delivered from trained staff. The bar seating counter should

allow for visual observation of the preparation process. The procedure for making

cocktails, tea and sushi becomes live art for customers who sit alongside the bar. The

cocktail emphasizes cocktail preparations while the teahouse emphasizes sushi

preparations. The seating area provides tables for different sizes of groups allowing the

occasional interaction with other tables. The private seating area provides a separate

seating space for customers who prefer a quiet and solitary space.
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8.6.4 Circulation Requirement

' Main aisles should be at least 36 inches in width while the aisles with heavy traffic

should be 42 to 60 inches.

' The bar seating area should be defined and designed so that traffic flow will avoid

distracting guests.

. The restroom should be easily accessible from both areas.

6.5 Furnishing Requirements

¡ Floor material should be easy to maintain and slip resistant

' Bar seating area should encor¡rage interaction between guests and staff, The private

seating area and the Teahouse should be calm and experiential.

Table 4
Dimensions in Teahouse Fusion

Equipment Approx. dimension
Service Bar I single sink 20"x20"x8"H

I Toaster Oven 15 Y4'W x223/Ì'D x l6"H

I Water Boiler 21.8"H x 15.7"D xl2.2"L

I Display sushi case 59"Wx 13.5'Dx ll"H
I Under Counter Fridge 20 3/1" W x2l Vz" x 33"H
Storage for 50 glasses Glasses 4" dia x 8"H each
Storage for 50 Tea Set Tea Set 10"x10" x 6" each
Storage for 50 small plates Plate 6" dia each

Seating area l2 Barstools 36"Wx30"Dx50"H

8 tables for 4 min27" x2''1"
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Table 5

Dimensions of required equipment in Coclctail Lounge of Fusion Xp

Equipment Approx. dimension
Service Bar I single sink 20"x20"x8"H

I Water Boiler 21.8"Hx 15.7"D x12.2"L

Cocktail mix station
2 (Included speed rail, glass drainage and storage, beer and
soda dispensing heads, mixer storage, ice bin, wash sink
and dump station.)

'72'Lx 24"D x 30"H

I Under Counter Fridee 20 3/4* W x2l Vz" x 33"H
Storage for 40 Tea Set Tea Set l0"xl0" x 6" each

Storaee for 60 elasses Glasses 4" dia x 8"H each

Seatins Area l4 Barstools 36"Wx30"Dx50"H
6 Tables for 4 min27" x27"
4 Tables for private seating area min27" x27"
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8.6.6 Design Consideration

Accessibility

Provide wheelchair accessible tables in the seating area. The maximum height of

the cashier and service counter is 36" to accommodate the visibility of people on

wheelchairs or people of short statures. Any obstructed objects on the wall should not

exceed 4".

Building Code

The main aisle should provide an unobstructed width of not less than 920mm

(36 .25 inch) for the passage of wheelchairs (National Building Code of Canada 1 995,

3.8.1.3 and 3.8.1.7). Additionally, at least 2 wheelchair accessible tables are to be

provided in the seating area. There should be at least 2 male and 4 female water closets in

close proximity.

Acoustic

The acoustic control creates two different atmospheres. ln the service bar of the

Cocktail lounge, the animated and high-energy atmosphere can be helped by some light,

noise and hard material. In the Teahouse and private seating area of the cocktail lounge,

the noises should be reduced as low as possible by using sound absorbent materials in the

ceiling, wall, floor and furniture treatment. Also, smaller table sizes can keep

conversation noise levels low due to the shorter distance the voice has to travel through

the space. The transition space and lounge space should integrate sound absorbent

materials as well. The divider or partitions between spaces should apply acoustic control.
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Some background noise, such as music may help customers carry more private

conversation without being over heard by others. The sound systems should be integrated

with the design scheme and not as an add-on or afterthought.

Lighting

Lighting plays a key role in establishing the mood and atmosphere. In both the

Teahouse and Coclctail lounge, the atmosphere difference depends on the seating

location. The bar seating counter should be fun and interactive. To achieve this design

goal, special effects lighting should be considered in the bar area. Also, the preparation

staff needs good task lighting that is bright, but not blinding, to prepare drinks and snacks

(see Table 6). Uniform and general lighting should be provided in the preparation area.

The light level should also be low enough to prevent glare on the screen of a POS unit

location. In the seating are4 the lighting should be more settled from the bar to allow

private conversation between guests. The private seating area provides a calm atmosphere

and a place to breathe, away from the busy and complex world. The use of natural light

should be considered in this area with dimmable light controls.

Table 6

Lighting Levels in Foot-Candles by Area

Restaurant Area Minimum Foot-Candles
Receiving 25-45
Storage t5-20
Pre-preparation 20-30
Preparation/Production 30-50
Warewashing 70-100
POS/Cashier 35-50
Intimate Dining 5-1s
Dinine room Cleaning 30-50
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8.7.0 Dining Area and Party Rooms

Both dining area and party rooms offer the complete drink and food menu for its

guests. Party rooms are for reservation only. They are casual dining environments that

offer fusion cuisine. All dishes are designed to encourage sharing amongst the table. This

is called family style dining and it allows everyone to experience as many dishes as

possible. In the dining area, seating is designed to accommodate groups of 2 to 8 people.

Party rooms are designed to accommodate groups of 8 and up to a maximum of 54

people.

8.7.1 Products and Seruices

Serve full food and drink menu

8,7 .2 Activities Patterns

Medium

1l:OA am

Peak

Slow

1:0O pm 3:00 pm 5:00 pm 7:00 pm 9:00 pm

Figure ó. Dining Area Activities Pattern

11:OO pm 7:00 am

8.7.3 Activities and Needs

In the dining area, the hostess brings the guests to their seats while orders are

placed with the serving staffthrough the POS wireless system. The kitchen prepares both
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food and drink orders. A guest's party size can come in a wide range of sizes. Thus, a

flexible setting is needed in the dining space that has the ability to accommodate small to

medium size groups as necessary. For groups larger than eight people, the party rooms

are offered. It is important to avoid distractions that can occur between groups with

different needs, such as small romantic dining and family gatherings. Service stations or

easy access storage are required for restoring backup supplies, such as flatware, cups,

plates, spray cleaners and towels.

8.7 .4 Circulation Requirement

' Main aisles should be at least 36 inches in width while the aisles with heavy traffic

should be 42 to 60 inches.

' Service path should avoid interacting with the guests' heavy traffic area.

. Minimizetrafftc in the quiet Dining area

¡ Service station should be easily accessible by serving staff while not distracting

guests

8.7.5 Furnishing Requirements

' The space between chairs and tables should provide a comfortable distance for dining

purposes.

. The upholstery and table surface should be easy to maintain.

. Table and chairs should be stable to use but lightweight to move.
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Equipment and furnishes Approx. dimension

8 tables for party of 4 (can combine for 8) 30"x30'o each

6 booth seating for party of 4 48" x 78"

26 table for pafty of 2 (can combine for 4 or 6) 24" Lx 30"W each

I Service stations 48"Lx24" D

Table 7

Table size dimension ín Díning area

Table 8

Table size dimension in Dining area

8.7 .6 Design Consideration

Accessibility

Wheelchair accessible tables should provide a minimum 30"W x 19"D of clear

space under the table and a minimum 30"x30" of clearance for wheelchair. The floor

should be leveled. An elevator should provide accessibility at each level.

Building Code

The National Building Codes require a minimum of three male water closets and

five female closets for occupancy of 100 - l25.In addition, one barrier-free washroom

must also be included. There should be at least three-wheelchair accessible seats provided

in the seating area. A minimum of 2 egress doorways is required.
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Operatable partitions
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Acoustic

In a restaurant design, the level of noise is important. Unpleasant loudness can

cause a patron's dinner to be a disaster. On the contrary, an overly quiet dining

environment is undesirable as it may enable any conversation to be overheard by others.

In the dining area, an indoor waterfall that serves as background noise as well as the use

of sound absorbent materials provide acoustic control. The private party rooms are

located on a different level so as to minimize disturbances to guests in the dining area.

The use of sound absorbent material on the ceiling and walls could help to achieve this

effect with minimal maintenance concerns.

Lighting

The lighting goal of the dining area is to make both food and guests look good

under the light. A warm light with a lower CCT rating (2000-3000) and good CRI level

(90-95) should be considered. Incandescent and halogen lights are often considered to

achieve this effect. Downward lights should be kept away from the patron's face.

Additionally, the use of downward lights may be balanced by the use of indirect light on

the tables, such as candles or table lamps.

The dining area is designated for guests of smaller group sizes. The light levels

should be controlled in a 5-15 fc range in the dining area for intimate dining. (see table 6)

The lighting guide for intimate types of dining space also suggests, "Intimate types of

dining spaces are those places where people congregate as much to visit, be entertained,

and be seen as to eat and drink. These spaces characteristically have a subdued

atmosphere with low luminances throughout, accented with subtly lighted feature
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elements. The lighting must be well controlled in level and distribution" (IESNA lighting

handbook p.l3-7). The unpleasant reflections caused by the use of glossy materials from

a tabletop, such as glass and marble, should also be avoided. The private party rooms

should provide more uniform lighting to encourage conversation. Both dining area and

party rooms should consider lamps with dimmers in order to control the light level during

different times of the day.
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8.8.0 Programming Matrix and Bubble Diagram
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Bubble Diagram
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C.1.0 Floor and Ceiling Finish
ROOM/AREA
NAME

FLOOR BASEB
OARD

CEILING NOTE

HEIGHT TYPE FINISH

ENTRANCE Cultured
Stone -
Cobblefield

Stone l0' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

RECEPTION Cultured
Stone -
Cobblefield

Stone t7' Structural
Ceiling

Painted Suspended light
frxtures (see
perspective A )

COATROOM Cultured
Stone -
Cobblefield

Stone 10' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

COURTYARD Cultured
Stone -
Waterwash

N/A 25 Structural
Ceiling

Tinted
glass

MERCHANDIS
E

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood 17'
l0'-16'
(interior
structure)

Stmctural
Ceiling

Blackout
paint
finish

Interior structure
(see perspective
B)

TEAHOUSE Cultured
Stone -
Cobblefield

Stone t't'
l0'-16'
(interior
stn¡cture)

Structural
Ceiling

Blackout
paint
finish

Interior structure
(see perspective
B)

SUSHI BAR Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood l3' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

PREPERATION
(A)

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood 10' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

LOUNGE
SEATING

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood l3' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

FLOOR
SEATING
ROOMS

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood l0' Drywall
Ceiling

Fabric

COCKTAIL
BAR

Pþboo
Amber
Prefrnished

Vinyl l0' Drop
Ceiling

Painted

MALE W.C. (A) Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood l0' Dryrvall
Ceiling

Tiles

FEMALE W.C.
(A)

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood l0' Drywall
Ceiling

Tiles

FAMILY W.C.
(A)

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood l0' Drywall
Ceiling

Tiles

DINING AREA Carpet Wood t3' Drywall
& Drop
Ceiline

Painted
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ROOM/AREA
NAME

FLOOR BASEB
OARI)

CEILIN
G

NOTE ROOM/A
REA
NAME

FLOOR

PARTY ROOMS Carpet Wood t2' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

MALE W.C. (B) Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood 12' Drywall
Ceiling

Wood
Veneer

FEMALE W.C.
(B)

Plyboo
Amber
Prefinished

Wood t2' Drywall
Ceiling

Wood
Veneer

FAMILY \ry.C.
(B)

Plyboo
Amber
Prefurished

Wood l2' Drywall
Ceiling

Wood
Veneer

PREPERATION
(B)

Pþboo
Amber
Prefinished

Vinyl l2' Drywall
Ceiling

Painted

EGRESS EXIT Linoleum Vinyl 23'-3" Drywall
Ceiling

Painted
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C.2.0 Wall Finish
ROOM/AREA NAME NORTH EAST SOUTH \MEST

ENTRANCE Cement
(Dry garden
pattern)

Painted Cement
(Dry garden
pattem)

Painted

RECEPTION Window&
Painted

Painted (Teahouse
Structure)

N/A

COATROOM Painted Painted Painted Painted

COURTYARD NiA N/A N/A N/A

TEAHOUSE N/A Glasses Glasses N/A

PREPERATTON(A) Painted Painted Painted Painted

MERCHANDISE N/A Glasses Glasses N/A

LOUNGE SEATING Lattice Screen
from ceiling

N/A Glasses Plaster Texture

FLOORSEATING
ROOMS

Painted Sliding
screens

Painted Wood Veneer

MALE W.C. (A) Painted Wood Panels Painted Painted

FEMALE W.C. (A) Painted Wood Panels Painted Painted

FAMTLY W.C. (A) Painted Painted Painted Painted

DINING AREA Slate Panels Painted Indoor
waterfalls

Painted

KITCHEN Painted Painted Painted Painted

PARTY ROOMS Painted Painted Painted Wood Veneer

MALE W.C. (B) Painted Painted Painted Painted

FEMALE W.C. (B) Painted Painted Painted Painted

FAMTLY W.C. (B) Painted Painted Painted Painted

PREPERATTON (B) Painted Painted Painted Painted

EGRESS EXIT Painted Painted Painted Painted
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C.3.0 Lighting
ROOM/AREA NAME CEILIG WALL FLOOR

ENTRANCE Downlight

RECEPTION Downlight

COATROOM Downlight

COURTYARD Area Lighting

n
&.

Floor lighting
(Orientation

iåËl
TEAHOUSE Downlight Wall Sconces

E
SUSHI BAR Pendants

PREPERATTON (A) Fluorescent

MERCHANDISE Spotlight
DeltalightCREDO l llA

E
LOUNGE SEATING Downlight

FLOORSEATING
ROOMS

Downlight & Pendants

n
COCKTAIL BAR Pendant

H
MALE W.C. (A) Downlight Wall Sconces
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ROOM/AREA NAME CEILIG WALL FLOOR

FEMALE W.C. (A) Downlight Wall Sconces

FAMTLY W.C. (A) Downlight Wall Sconces

n
DINING AREA Downlight & Pendant

n
KITCHEN Fluorescent

PARTY ROOMS Downlight

MALE W.C. (B) Downlight Wall Sconces

FEMALE W.C. (B) Downlight Wall Sconces

FAMTLY W.C. (B) Downlight Wall Sconces

Eã

H
PREPERATTON (B) Fluorescent

EGRESS EXIT Fluorescent Emergency lighting
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Light Fixtures

1. General - ERCO Lightcast Downlights

. t- --" ----r

,'' ;'t.:¡ig
f*¡

ti

-.t r,

qlld lr
i#E

l:r

General characteristics
Due to their broad continuous spectrum, incandescent lamps provide a \ilarm light with
excellent colour rendition. They light up instantly when tumed on, and can be easily
dimmed.
In their basic form, downlights project their light downwards with a wide light
distribution. Foremost they are used to provide general ambient lighting.
The housings are made of cast aluminium and designed as heat sinks. The mounting
rings, which are visible from below, are also made of cast aluminium and powder-coated
in white.
Glare-free darklight reflectors are made of aluminium and are silver anodised. The cut-
off angle is 40o.

* Retrieved from htto://www.erco.com

2. Wall'lVashers- ERCO \ilallwashers for TC-D Lamps

rltÞ

Characteristics
The reflector technology of this wallwasher was developed especially for wall and shelf
illumination in retail spaces. The size 7 and I Darklight reflectors produce the vertical
illuminance that is so important for the presentation of merchandise and for spatial effect.
2 lamps versions are generally available, whereþ a choice is possible between 13W,
18W or 26W.

ì L:'

I

. . '', '.x

i

¡

i

¡¡
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Application
For uniform illumination of vertical surfaces or wall areas, mainly in conjunction with
downlights of the same size; for general room lighting in offrces and administration
buildings, in public buildings and hotels, medical practices, conference rooms as well as

retail etc.
* Retrieved from http://www.erco.com

3. Spotlight - CREDO I11A

ffi

CI1ËOC 111 A
'" å3 A

Dimensions:4 /z"d x 4"h

4. Teahouse Wall Sconce

Alkaid V/all Sconce
Designed by Stefano Marcato
Dimensions:9 3A" (Top) 4 Yz" (Bottom)W x 16
r/c" Hx4tt D
Retrieved from
http ://www.yli ghting.com/alkaid.html

5. Teahouse Pedant

Cubox Pendant from Illuminating
Experiences
Dimensions: 6" W x 6" D x 36" H
x 47" Overall H
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7. F'loor Seating Room Pendants

Joint from Foscarini Murano
Dimensions: 9 5/6" W x 9 5/6" D x 78
3/4" Overall H

8. Cocktail Bar Pendants

Eurolite, Gallileo Pl08
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9. Washroom Wall Sconce -
NEIDHARDT 6015

10. Dining Room Pendants

Peroni Pendant (large)
Dimensions;6 Yz" W x 16" H
Retrieved from
http ://www.ylighting.com/desi gner-
pendants.html

,';#,..k
: rJ:iFrtÉrtÞ.,Ésar
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11. Floor Lighting - Deltalight Genie 200 LED-160

l''il
1,. I I lt

l¡Jj:.' .;,... .

6C¡IG MLED.I& INOX

21361 SlilO¡
! ¡. I C iì:: ¡ 'i;r rtir;ir
r\l:i L F'l i i 

^fir'ir:;1Þt\'\¡t ¡ j.,\.¡ r:r1:¡i,r'.! ,ir.!\; r ìr'
i:,i,'i:1- :'iÌ,!"¡,:,''; 1, i

,.,j,¡:,.i
.: r .j. ¡ t: it 1 i - ::t :tr-t., .: -,.'

i¡,. . 
'

GEtr[ æ xI
2r3 û0æ
j\at l:'j

Delølight Catalog
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12, Arer Light
Landscape Lighting from http://www.focusindustries.com/al-09.html

T
7.5u

ï
8.5',1

AL-09, 12V Area Lighting, Lantern Style

HOUSING

SOCKET HOLDER

STANCHION

Solid Brass

Solid Brass

Black 3.0" PVC, Cast Aluminum on -Alum
Parts

tâ.5n

I

LENS

LAMP SUPPLIED

LAMP OPTIONS

LAMP BASE

LAMP LIFE

WIRING

CONNECTION

MOUNTING

FINISH

White Cracked lce

18 watt S-8 #1141

12 watt (lÉ93) or 25 watt (#115ô)
lncandescent; add -12w or -25w to Catalog
#. 10 or 20 watt Halogen, add -H and
wattage to Catalog #. For 120V T7 (15W)
or T8 (25W), add -T7 or -TB to Catalog #
Note: For Bi Pin Halogen, see FL numbers
for replacment lamps.

Single Contact Bayonet, Brass Nickel
Plated Screw Shell (Ba15s); Double
Contact Bayonet Base (Ba15d) lor 120V

2000 Hours Average Rating

Black 3 Foot 18/2 Zip Cord from Base of
Fixture (12V only)

FA-05 (Supplied) from Fixture to Main
Cable (1212, 1012 or 8/2 only) 12V only

FA-03 (Supplied) Black 9" ABS Stake
Tapped 1/2" NPS with S" Black Nipple FA-
02 (Optional)

Black Polyester Powder Coat
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C.4.0 Furnishings

1. Waiting Bench

Nelson Platform Bench from HermanMiller
Solid maple. Slats are spaced to let air and
light through.
Dimensions: 48' W x l8 l/2" D x 14" H
Rehieved from http://www.hermanmiller.com

2. Teahouse Chair

- Am/pm chair from flo-UK, designed
by Alex Macdonald

Walnut dining chair.

Dimensions: 16 Y2" W x 19 Vq" D x
30 3/4 " H ( 17 3/l' seatheight)

Retrieved from http://www.flo-
uk.com
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3. Teahouse table

Sandback lighnveight concrete top with
aluminum base

Available in 35 colours. The øble tops are
cast from lightweight cast stone material.
Surfaces requìre no maintenance, only
periodic cleaning with mild soap and water

D imens ion : 22" x22" x3 0"h &
32"x32"x30"h
Retrieved from
http://www.sandbackfab.com

4. Lounge Table A

Custom built
Aluminum leg with frosted
glass top
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5. Cocktail Lounge Table B

Little Bombo table from Magis
Dimension: l8"d x 21 3A"-30 V4" h
Retrieved from http://
www.magisdesign.com

s
-----11--

6. Lounge Sofa

Reef Sofa from Cassina, designed by
Piero Lissoni
The sofa with armrests is available in
three widths, allowing two different
back positions (high or low).
Dimension: 78"x 36"x 33" (double),
38"x32"x 33" (single)
Retrieved from
htto://www.cassina.com

+
I
I

I

.'.,,.'.\
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7. Cocktail Lounge Table C

Enea Café tables from Brayton
International @, Designed by Josep Llusca
Large café table with black laminate top
(31 l/8" Dia) and Silver Meùalic base (28

Ya"hand43 V4*h)
Retrieved from http://www.braton.com

8. Cocktail Lounge stool

Bombo Adjustable stool from Magis

- Dimension: l7"d x23"-34"h
- Rehieved from

www.magisdesiqn.com

"J:, r

9. Dining Table

Custom built
Pedestal base and laminated surface with
clothe

10. Dining Chair

Chewon Side Chair from Altura Furniture
Dimension: 2l' W x 23" D x 35" H
Retrieved from
http ://www. alturafu rniture. com

t,

\
i
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11. Washroom Faucet

Falling Water Wall-mount Lavatory
Faucet Trim

12. Washroom Single Lavatory

Kohler Petite oval basin portion of Paradox Wet
Surface Lavatory
K-2817 Paradox Undercounter Lavatory (22-112"

x 14" oval basin)
K-2819 Paradox Removable Surface Panel (18-
l/2" x 10")
Will comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act when installed per requirements
of the Accessibility Guidelines, Section 4.19
Lavatories & Mirrors, of the Act

\
'--t

ß
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C.5.0 Equipment

Dining Room \üaterfall
ffi'ïs:;t:"''

Indoor Waterfall, The Translucence SeriesrM from Harmonic Environments
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Point-of-Sale (P.O.S.) System installed in Reception, Cocktail Bar & Dining Area

'5..*.;.,ä¡

P.O.S. System & \ilireless Handheld
Profitek, Ultimate P.O.S. Solution by InfoSpec Systems Inc.

P.O.S System Benefits

. Completes, displays and prints all bills, with easy-to-understand totals, so your serversi can

concentrate on service, not mathematics
. Prints requisition slips at kitchen and bar to expedite orders, while maintaining tight control
. Optional order monitors with "bump" bars

' Makes cashing out simple yet precise, giving you all the information you need in order to manage

effectively
. Rapid entry option for bar service or take out
. Drag and Drop table layout function

Wireless Handheld Benefits

. Speeds up customer service with instant order entry and order changes

. Enhances customer service in remote environments

. Turns more customers at peak periods by taking orders in the lineups

' Reduces errors in order taking with on the spot order entry
. Saves time for staffrunning back and forth to fixed station for order status and receipt requests

* Retrieved from http://www.infospec.com/standard/profitek/food_beverage.shtml
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APPENDIX D - DESIGN DRAWINGS

Note: the following drawings are not to scale due to document sizing
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HYBRID GULTURE SPAGE

A study of hybrid elture and ¡ts pract¡æl appli€t¡on ¡n

th€ design of an Eastem-Westem hyörid r6taurant

axpf€33ed in lnteriof s0åæ?

Sem¡ot¡c Tfþtry

Plural¡sm snd

. Arch¡tocfwo as ân

What ¡s Hybrid Cultur€ Space?

. A spaæ where altural chtraddsl¡cs of
d¡fferent origins coex¡st, ¡ntêgrat€ and
transfm.

Why is the Hybrid Culture Space lmportant?

. Global¡zat¡on and the grow¡ng number of
eltural sxcfìanges arìd ¡nteract¡ms

- lnterior desigrers must recogn¡ze and
undsstand the importare of eltural
elements ¡n interior spaæ.

2

i: i;ri:lf:.+i.:i,
: |:)rf:|-\'':

'1.' ' ::1
¡: . To enceragê ¡nttritr des¡gærs to define,
I :: idmtiff and expGss hybrid orlture in interitr

envircnments.

Objec{¡Yes?

. Develop design strategies bâsed on
investigat¡on of cunent arctì¡teclure and interioa
des¡gn ttÞqy, €s€ stud¡es, ând p€rsonål
exporienc€s in As¡an and Camd¡an dltuæ.

. Prov¡de an e)(ample thrqJgh the apd¡cá¡on of
dês¡gn strateg¡es in an As¡an Camdian
restaurant design, Fusion Xp.

3

DESIGN INQUIRY
13 Cultural lnfluence lmportant to lntarior fÞs¡gn?

"Our petæpt¡on of spatial
gual¡{,es is oñen a fgsponæ
tothe æmb¡ned efredsof
the o@|pediesenæuntered
and ¡s Ønditíoned by
cultu rc, Nior ex perie næs,
and perænal ¡ntercsi or
¡nd¡natíotf (hc, rs)

't ,.' :, i:t,

'm

Semiotics
. Sem¡ot¡c is ltle ludy of signs and s¡gn
u$, ¡nduded sirìg dgß

. Semios¡s is tf€ proæss by wlì¡cfì a
dtlure prod@s s¡gns and/or atlributes
meaning to s¡gns

. Process ¡nvolves:

sign p€rceptual item thåt stands ftr
something els
rental imago thãt tlìe obsfltr foms

obþc-t the th¡ng ftr which ¡t stand
(eL1S)
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Gultural Accessibility

A hybrid &s¡gn næds to accommodsto qJltural

diversity by allwing ttle design to be qllturally

accessible and qrlturally appropriate.

. The concems: Anthropomatric Oifferercs

D¡n¡ng Prgference D¡ffsences

t3

Gultural Accessibilit¡r
- Anthropomotrlc

'u
- Ë;r

2t.9

r.t

11.,

t¡J

lt.t

lÁt

&2

Itt

l4

æffi
:¡r;¡;¡"¡t¡'!:i.!: Design Strategies

W
. Courlyard

. Mesge

. W€lcome

Oiffeænt app@ctþs toward Nature,
prctedim and connection

Co€x¡sterìce, lntegration arid
T€nlomel¡m

Max¡miz¡ng the iex¡bility, dìoiæs and
corIlorl to the uffi

i ô þr+"wt, ló

Gultural AccessibiliQl
- Dlnlng Pfefercrce DffferBncos

l5

Fusion Xp
hñ

;ütuXpb¡n&ffinffiht
ld*ffidbqltusffir
kqqdHqn.dfrùffi.

Trtd *û: &n ¡dnþnû, Wñ6lH Þb.

ll â1l ?
(:r'! lìrq¡.,¡i r',r,('r { r:trt

t7

Fusion Xp
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Flex¡bility - tn€ fadlity ammmodates difftrerìt size grouPs
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SUMMARY
. Successful dêsign requires hat funct¡onality,

assttì€tiG arìd orltuÉl issues be gi€n equl
æns¡derat¡on.

. Sem¡otics shor ho¡v culture æn be communicated
through the use of s¡gns. Dosign strategy: Mossage

. From pluralisupostmodem¡st movements, discovot
noed to foqls on dlltural meaning rathêr than literal
fom.

. Archite(lur€ as ¡dentity r€cognizes r€g¡oml ident¡ty
and personal id€nt¡ty and how p€rsonsl identity can
be usôd lo dsepên cullural meaning. Oesign
strategy: Courlyard

. Cultuml accessibility highlights ditrsences ¡n

anthropom€trics ãnd crlhÍsl d¡ning preforenco.
Design Srategy: Welcome

33

QUESTIONS?

ti

LESSONS LEARNED

. Express¡on of orltwe intrcd@s important aspect lo
dosign.

. Hybrid orlture des¡gn must car€fully æx¡st inlegrate
and transfom each dÌhjrs's meaning using signs and

symbols.

- Careful researdr ¡rìto baditions arìd ojllures can y¡eld a
deêper appreciation to cultuEl idênt¡ty

. Culturâl accsssibil¡ty should b€ consider€d to
accommodale d¡vefse usss

. FUTURE RESEARCH: Explors differencês bêtwsen
North Amer¡c€n and Asian soc¡al values to turth€r del¡ne
hybrid olùrr€ (þ$9n

v
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